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I.W.G.F.R. - Specialists' Meeting on " Cavitation

in Sodium and Studies of Analogy with Water

as Compared to Sodium ".

APRIL 12-16, Cadnrache, FRANCE

SUMMARY

Mr KIIODAREV, Scientific Secretary of the I.A.E.A., opened the

mooting with an address on behalf of the International Atomic

Energy Agency.

SESSION I

Chairman : Mrs A. I3ENEMANN

Secretary: M.A./V. SCILALLER

" CAVITATION PHOnLEMS IN LMFDHs "

Following a recommendation of the IAEA 3 nternati.onr\l

Working Group on Fast Reactors, a mooting dealing with CAVITATION

IN SODIUM COOLED REACTORS has been held at the Cadarachc I^iclear

Research Centre of the French Atomic Enorcy Commission.

The general programme of this meeting can be found in

Appendix I of this summary. A list of the participants, coming

from Europe, Japan and the United States of America, is given

in Appendix II.

The objectives of this meeting wore to present the

scope of the work done on cavitation in sodium and analogy with

water in the countries developing sodium-cooled reactors.

Comparison of the experience and the opinions of the participants

should permit the identification of problem areas, and highlight

ways of solving the problems arising.

Statements by the participants, normally supported

by the papers presented (a list of papers can be found in

Appendix III), were followed by an open discussion. After a

Welcome Address by Mr GAJAC, Deputy Head of the Fast Neutron

Reactor Department of The French Atomic Energy Commission,

In a preliminary survey, deJogatos indontified loca-

tions in reactor systems where cavitation could possibly occur.

Cavitation problems could be found in fuel assemblies (inlet

region, pressure drop devices, at interactions between flow in

fuel bundles and spacer grids, and in mixing devices near to

the outlet) ; at seals between dlagrid and fuel elements and at

the junction of pumps or piping which arc to bo rcmovoable ;

in devices controlling flow for component cooling purposes ; in

pumps including rotating sealing units ; and in valves and piping.

(a) Cavitation_in_Fuol Sub-Assemblies.

Two basic design philosophies exist for fuel sub-assem-

blies : the first is not to allow even intermittent cavitation

noise which would interfor with the acoustic detection of sodium

boiling ; the second allows cavitation noise providing damage

does not occur assuming that boiling noise can bo readily do Looted

even in the presence of background cavitation noise.

Detailed consideration of cavitation problems in

sub-assemblies commenced with the presentation of work done

on the mixing device for the S.N.R. - 300 reactor £~"\J,

which is a unique device designed for accurate monitoring of

the outlet temperature of the fuel sub-assemblies. It was

suggested that this mixer could lead to enhanced vibration

amplitudes of the sub-assemblies, but it was stated that this
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was not borno out by experimental evidence. The presentation

of the design work and tests oil the sub—assemblies for the

French reactors RAPSODIE, PHENIX and SUPEU-PIIENIX C Z J w" s

followed by a discussion concerning the definition of the

onset of intermittent noise and on the duration of tests

necessary to avoid false conclusions due to the possible

existence of an " incubation time " for damage in relation

to pressure dropping elements.

British work on pressure dropping devices for fuel

sub—assemblies / 3_/ led to the interesting conclusion that

flow borne debris could'ibccome trapped in systems with small

clearances such as narrow annular gaps resulting in an increase

of the incipient cavitation number. It was found that cold water

was a suitable test fluid for the modelling of cavitation onset

in sodium.

SESSION I (Continued)

Chairman A.E. COLLINSON

A paper describing a flow control device for the

Italian PEC reactor was presented / '(_/ which was followed

by a discussion of the necessary separation distance between

plates for multiple stage pressure droppers.

A.U.S. design analysis of a flow control device for which,

intermittent cavitation noise was considered to be of minor

importance was outlined / 5j. The recommended margin

between the minimum pressure of this device and sodium vapour

pressure was considered to be too small by some delegates. It

was stated that this margin could bo increased by using a

multiple stage device.

A description of the sub-assembly flow control

elements for the Japanese MONJU reactor followed / 6_/.

The final paper on this subject concerned the measu-

rement of incipient cavitation numbers for an orifice tested in

the French loops CALYPSO and CANAUER using water and sodium

respectively /_ 7_/• Incipient cavitation numbers wore found to

bo similar for the two systems. It was suggested that variations

of the incipient cavitation number in sodium with tempornturo

and background pressure could bo due to changes in the degree of

wetting.

2

A paper describing sodium and water tests of largo

diameter butterfly valves done in the INTEIIATOM API! loop and

a water test loop was presented j^~8_y. The cavitation noise

frequency spectra for the two loops were described. This was

followed by a summary of test results obtained at the U.S.

LMEC / 5_/ for butterfly valves in largo diameter pipes.

A French paper /_ 9_/ compared the performance of

several different typos of valve which could bo considered

for isolation purposes in sodium test loops or reactor circuits.

The following discussion highlighted problems which could occur

duo to the existence of small leakage paths around the sealing

faces of such stop valves.

SESSION XI

Chairman : A.E. COLLINSON

" MJCLEATION IN LIQUID METALS."

The application of similarity lows often relies on

a definition of the nucleus population present in the fluid.

A series of tests on an orifice plate 20 mm throat diameter

/~10_7 showed a strong influence of gas content on incipient

cavitation. The nature of nuclei was discussed. It was reported

that a metallic impurity content of 10 ppm lias boon measured

for the U.3, sodium facilities such as the JJ.D.ri.-2 reactor

and that the assessment of activity levels in the argon cover

gas for l'JIENIX lias revealed a possible gas void fraction of

10 by volume.
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On the other li.-inrl argon contents in tost rigs of about 10~

were reported. Theoretical and experimental U.S. results /_ 5_/

have shown tliat no significant difference .should exist between

cold water and hot sodium (565° C) with respect to incipient

cavitation providing that the appropriate nuclei arc present.

Studies of a von.turi at the U.K. - C.E.G.I). Laboratories

l_ 1 1_7 have shown that for gas void fractions greater than 10

the incipient cavitation number increases with void fraction,

being attributed to enhanced compressibility of the fJow.

Some participants were satisfied that nuclcation in

cold water is always sufficient to model sodium whereas others

stressed the danger '>f water tests with poorly defined nucleus

populations : well degassed water could show optimistic values

for cavitation inception.

emphasized further the aspect of scaling rules ; the outlined \

U.K. philosophy is to specify pumps with zero cavitation bubbles

at normal full speed operating conditions. Pump tests in water

and sodium done by the DEHENELUX group [_ 16_/ confirmed that

tests in cold water are probably sufficient to simulate behaviour

in hot sodium (550°C). Tests in pumps of different scale going

up to the S.N.n. 300 pumps underlined the influence of local

geometry in scaling. Pull scale pressure and full scale velocities

are l-ecommcndod.

The application of a coating such as acryllic resin on

the surface of the tost specimen at cold water tests vns suggested,

so as to gain insight prior to operation about the location and

intensity of erosional attack due to cavitation (at various

conditions of head—fall off or other forms of discernible cavitation,

like audible and visible forms).

SESSION III

Chairman : M. FAKKEL

11 EROSION."

The assembly decided to treat pumps in the Erosion

Session. Presentation began with a survey of U.S. work in the

erosion field / 5jJ; the position for the L.M.F.B.R. programme

is to avoid damage, but not necessarily noise.

Tests going on for the main circulation pump of the

JOYO reactor in water and sodium /_ 12_7 showed little difference

as far as the 0 ?£ and 3 Jo hoad-loss-valucs arc concerned. Results

were obtained by measuring pressure differences ; the gas content

was not known and acoustic methods turned out to bo unsuccessful

duo to the high background noise-level. Rapidly progressing erosion

by cavitation in the diffuser of a vertical pump, working untcr

cavitating conditions caused by misalignment of the impeller

during a short-time, has been shown J_ 13_/> The presentation of

the design principles for the design of the SUPER—PHENIX nein

circulation pumps led to a discussion on scaling laws and safety

margins. The papers on C.F.R. design work / 1 h j and / 15_/

SESSION III

Chairman : P.R. HUEBOTTER

11 EROSION (continued).»

Observations of cavitation erosion damage have been

rare in operating L.M.P.B.R.s. In the only reported incident

j/~5_7 (i.d erosion of thr lower support plate during the early

stages of operation of INRTCQ FERMI l) a material substitution

was performed on the premise that the erosion was caused by

cavitation, but an alternative explanation appears more plausible.

The vibrating horn bas been used as an inexpensive

laboratory technique for characterizing the relative cavitation

damage resistance of various materials, relative comparison of

fluid media, and temperatui'o dependences of erosion in a particular

material-fluid combination /_ 17_7»

Severe cavitation erosion was measured after 2000 ho urs

in a non isothermal sodium loop in Venturis oporationg with,

velocities 20 'fa beyond cavitation inception / 5_7- Damage at 37' °C

was more than twice as severe as damage at 538"C. This tempera tun.-
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dependence qualitatively agrees with vibrating horn data. Some

theoretical reasons have boon advanced to explain the greater

cavitation damage that occurs with larger degrees of subcooling

of the fluid /~16_7.

C O N C L U S I O N S

SESSION I

4

SESSION IV

Chairman : P„R. HUEBOTTER

" INSTRUMENTATION."

" CAVITATION IN FUEL SUD-ASSKMBLIES AND VALVES " .

If the requiroiiiuiit is imposed to have instrumentation

for boiling noise detection, it is highly desirable to operate

the reactor system with as low background noiso as is practicable.

Whilst boiling noise can bo identified for some reactor

conditions, work completed so far is not sufficient to separate

clearly cavitation and boiling noise for all eventualities.

It would seem desirable to define a danger threshold noiso level

due to boiling or cavitation for reactor operation.

Various laboratory technique for the acoustic monitoring

of cavitation inception experiments were described ilurina previous

sessions. Those include hydroplioncs, wave-guide probes with external

(dry) transducers, and physical attachment of commercial accele-

roraotors on loop piping at or immediately douwnstream from the site

of expected cavitation inception.

Now commercial products for accoustic monitoring and

discriminating cavitation signals from other background " noise "

were discussed / 18_7i as wore developmental techniques for bubble

detection and voiil-franction monitoring in water and liquid metals.

Acoustic surveillance of reactors was discussed,

particularly the strategies for detecting reactor nuomalios

(including boiling) against a. background of hydraulic noise

(including possible " controlled cavitation " ) .

Submerged microphones (hydrophones) and wave guides arc included.

In cavitation in orifice-typo pressure control devices

it lias been generally found that full scale tests using cold water

give similar incipient cavitation numbers to hot sodium (above

'|OO°C), providing that comparable nuclcation sites are available

in the tost fluid. In sodium below 'tOO°C tests for cavitation

inception using water seem to give conservative results»

Simulation of the onset of intermittent cavitation is rather loss

well understood.

Ihc Thoma cavitatioa number has proved to bo the most

successful cavitation number used for the definition of incipient

cavitation in different geometries. Ihe use of a universal

definition of cavitation number would seem to be desirable to

facilitate the comparison of data from various sources.

Valves with a fairly open aperture can bo designed to

be cavitation free, but the problem of cavitation in small leak

paths due to incomplete waive seating will usually bo present.
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SESSION II

" NUCLEATION. "

For operational sodium cooled reactors and large sodium

rigs it is probable that adequate numbers of nuclei exist to

prevent the delay of cavitation inception. Water is generally

suitable for the modelling of cavitation inception in sodium,

but well do-gassed water can inhibit inception.

SESSION III

11 PUMPS AND EROSION."

Full scale sodium tests in pumps arc not necessary

for the determination of cavitation inception provided that

fuJl scale pressure and velocity can bo attained in reduced

scale tests. However it is possible for prototype pumps in

sodium that local cavitation erosion could occur duo to

temperature effects on small clearances or differences in

surface roughness which would not be present in model tests

Dased on a small sair.ple of data, qualitative

agreement of results from vibratory tests with those from long

term tests in flowing liquid is in evidence. It appears that

temperatures typical of the cold log of loop-type L.M.F.D.R.s

and the pool of pool-type L.M.F.B.R.s are in the range 200-'t00°C

where sodium produces maximum cavitation damage.

SESSION IV

11 INSTRUMENTATION. "

It appears desirable to have additional development

in the area of entrained—gas monitoring instrumentation for

liquid metal systems. This is particularly important for

characterising the loop conditions for pump testing, as regards

to the tendency of the testing- environment to produce cavitation

inception and erosion damage.

Further research is recommended in order to distinguish

between cavitation noise, boiling noise and other background noiso

in sodium cooled reactor systems.

APPENDIX I
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in Sodium and Studier, of Analogy with Water

as Compared to Sodium ".
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2 Oh
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" Cavitation Problems in Mixing Devices of SNR-300

Fuel Elements", A. BENlvMANN, INTERATOM, F.R.G.

Because of a complex flow path within the mixing device

developed for the fuel elements of the SNR-300, in order

to determine the minimum allowable interval to the be-

ginning of cavitation, experimental tests with the ori-

ginal geometry are necessary.

These conclusions show that for cavitation values CV - 1,3

- in the model and prototype - no cavitation zones can form.

For reactor conditions a maximum velocity of V =4,7 m/sec
J max '

is therefore allowable in the free annular space of the

compensator unit which corresponds to a massflow of

M = 22,5 kg/sec. A cavitation value of CV = 1,5 can be

figured for the 120% load factor (M = 20,4 kg/sec, T = 56O°C).

The mixing device developed is free of cavitation under the

present conditions in the SNR-300.

The condition of the fully developed cavitation is evi-

denced by a white noise with frequencies of at least

2.000 - 300.000 cps and a signal/noise ratio S/R>40 dB.

The pressure amplitudes dependent on frequency are pro-

pagated in the streaming fluid and are severely damped

by the locally existing two-phase flow.

The unstable range at the beginning of cavitation is

characterized by frequencies of about f = 15.000 cps.

\.Introduction

Release of fuel element particles ir the case of a

failure of the element can may lead to a partial blockage

of the flow cross section and therefore to the un-

avoidable consequence of localized coolant flow diffi-

culties in the fuel element. Failures of the cladding

or cooling difficulties are detectable e.g. by de-

viations from a mean fuel element outlet temperature.

Power gradients throughout the cross section of the

core element and special geometric conditions in the

outer zones of the rod bundles of the SNR-300 lead

to radial differences in temperature. The measurement

of a mean representative temperature at the rod bundle

outlet requires a thorough mixing of the coolant,

accomplished in a suitable manner. The function of

mixing is provided by a special mixer which consists

of an impeller body with spaced curving blades (spiral

impeller) and a turbulence reducing element with several

ribs arranged one behind the other (compensator) (Fig. 1).

Through transformation of the flow and pressure energy

generated in the spiral impeller, there is a turbulent

intermixing of fluid on the individual ribs of the

compensator. In this connection theoretically, through
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the number and the adjusted angle of the ribs against

the flow, the kinetic energy can be transformed in any

desired measure and thereby a maximum mixing can be

achieved. In order not to exceed the maximum allowable

pressure loss value and at the same time maintaining

the required satisfactory mixing, an additional flow-

path without loss of pressure within the compensator

is attempted. Through the combined effect of these two

proportions, the desired temperature compensation can

be achieved.

The flow path which occurs , results in a r.aximum

velocity which can cause a significant drop in the

relatively low static pressure existing on the edges

of various rib bodies. With an increase in the degree

of mixing, the difference of the static pressure from

a corresponding steam pressure decreases simultaneously

with the square of the maximum velocity which occurs.

Theoretically in constant temperature conditions cavi-

tation occurs with the attainment of steam pressure.

Since the pressure amplitudes generated as well as their

frequency distribution are similar to those of the

possible boiling noises occurring in the reactor, in

particular with regard to the possibility of an acoustic

control in the reactor tank, a reliable reading of the

frequency of cavitation as well as an analysis of the

geometric-specific spectrum of units prone to cavitation

must be made.

In respect to the mixing device the testing in regard

to its cavitation susceptibility means the determination

of location and value of maximum velocity as well as

the direct recording of the cavitation spectrum at

various locations when the reactor conditions correspond

to the flow geometry.

2. Flow cavitation

In order to establish the susceptibility to cavitation

of this unit a cavitation value, defined as CV describes

the beginning of bubble formation within the flow as

a result of the reduction of static pressure. Since, in

addition to the thermodynamic values, among which degree

of purity, dissolved gas concentration, tensile stress,

and surface conditions influence the beginning of

cavitation, / 1, 2, 3_7, the reading of a cavitation

value, is satisfactory only if this reading has been

derived emperically for the corresponding flow channel.

This means that a direct transfer of a cavitation

value for flow channels of equal cross section and

different fluids varying in their physical and thermo-

dynamic properties, is not exactly determinable. The

cavitation value derived from the experiments in models

need not be equal in their values to those in the proto-

type. Both operating conditions, however, must be far

enough from the beginning of cavitation. In such cases

due to the cavitation value, determined for the model

experiments, the corresponding value in the prototype

can be established by estimation without the necessity

of too great safety factor to the beginning of cavitation.

Especially for the development of the mixing device, a re-

alistic critical cavitation value requires an improvement

in the mixing needed.

In the following calculations this cavitation value is

derived as a parameter by means of some equations -

especially in regard to the geometric proportions of

the mixing device which describes the beginning of

cavitation under so called scale factors. For your

general information in Fig. 2 a typical cavitational

occurrence is shown at the compensator end of the mixing

device. Locally cavitation forms first at the ribs in

the middle to the upper region of the rib body. For the

optical and acoustical determination of the beginning

of cavitation, this exact moment can be defined as when

the first individual bubble chains break free and at

the same time a "hissing sound" is audible. With further

reduction of pressure or increased rate of flow, the

formation of cavitation in the lower region of the

rib body can be recognized and becomes more and more

10
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a constant condition. The characteristic zones as

they are shown in the lower part of Fig. 2 form in

this manner because of a flow not parallel to the axis

of the unit. By reducing the angle of flow in reference

to this axis the beginning of formation of cavities

is delayed, the zones are not so welldeveloped, and

the cavitation safety factor is correspondingly greater.

To derive the cavitation value, the physical conditions

in the first and second stage of the drawing are to be

taken into consideration.
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The given pressures are static pressures. The maximum

velocity and the corresponding minimum pressure in un-

distorted flow around the edges of the compensator and

the corresponding critical values in conditions at

these points disturbed by cavitation are given by V
and P • on the one side and V . andmin crit
side.

max
on the other

With the allowable assumption of a constant flow with-

out loss factor, the following applies:

P +f = PD
=1 v2

2 crit

From this, after divission by V'

P - P„ V2
crit

v2 3/2
- 1

(1)

the result is:

(2)

where the ratio O is given as the cavitation safety

factor which assumes the value ?ero when the point

of cavitation is attained. The cavitation value CV

represents the value of ö raised by 1:

CV (3)

whereby the total pressure in stage 1 is used to de-

terminate the safety factor. A cavitation factor so

defined can describe the condition at the beginning

of cavitation only with the value CV = 1 if the re-

ference values P and V represent the condition at a

location as close as possible to the cavitation region.

For trivial reasons, in the case of a given cavitation

P = PD and V S Vcr,it so that & = 0 and CV = 1 result.

If P and V are chosen as reference values at locations

of arbitrary distance from the distorted profile, the

beginning of cavitation is therefore represented by

( 5 ^ 0 and CV ;» 1 respectively, whereby the given

safety factor is no longer explicit. / 2, 11_7

If the cavitation factor for an arbitrary flow condition

is calculated according to equation (3) the excess

velocity V . occurring on the profile can therefore

be determined with the help of a geometrically•specific

value A from tests. In the emperical determination of A

it must be taken into consideration that similar conditions

of cavitation (at the beginning of cavitation or in the

fully developed condition) are employed. In accordance

with equation (1) in this case a maximum possible loss

in pressure results

11

In equal proportions, that is, in geometrically similar

profiles and equally adjusted angles according to the

above equation V

1 (V2
2 '•max

V, so that one can write:

V2) = A f v2 = A
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q representing the dynamic pressure of the undistorted

flow. The proportionality factor A is generated by:

from which the maximum velocity occurring at the edges

of the compensator ribs can be determined in this

specific case.

This computation can also be carried out for various flow

media under the assumption of similar flow profiles. The

frequencies of the boiling sounds extenJ from the audible

far into the range of ultra sonic. Typical cavitation

ranges vary with the degree of development of the

cavitation occurrence. Under fully developed conditions

an existing characteristic frequency is displayed by

the superposition of all possible frequencies. A sound

pressure spectrum is formed which resembles a white

noise.

The cavitation frequencies which are typical for a certain

flow system can best be determined analytically at the

onset of the first indication of cavitation. Amplitudes

and frequencies of the sound spectrum in the transient,

range form specific values for the geometry, flow condition,

and fluid. The characteristic spectrum of unstable pressure

pulsation consists of a narrow band of high frequencies

with relatively low sound pressure amplitudes. The

schematic history of this sound pressure for possible

cavitation conditions is shown in Fig. 3. The parameter

of this function is a frequency which lies above a certain

limit. Under this frequency limit the typical sound pressure

spectrum of cavitation and especially the transient range

is drowned in pure flow noise.

With the first onset of bubbles or formation of cavities

(condition A Q) in ranges of extreme velocity an unstable

process begins which is characterized by an irregular

separation of "bubble chains". The upper end of the

transient range (condition A.) is determined pre-

dominantly by the turbulent flow behaviour in regard

to a formation of stationary boundary layers or by a

necessary proportion of bubble size to layer thickness.

Stable conditions of pressure and velocity in the

corresponding components prevent the separation of

cavitation zones and maintain the developed condition

of cavitation (condition A^). If the flow volume is

further increased, the ranges of two-phase flow are

therefore extended, whereby the noise level rises.

The process continues until the increased steam volume

damps the sonic amplitudes or the extreme pressure

pulses lead to an ever increasing compressible behaviour

of the fluid (condition A,,).

The width of the transient range (a) as well as the

maximum pressure occurring therein are a function of

the grade of purity for a given fluid / 10_7, so that

in a particular case very long zones of instability

develop with the use of fresh water as a model fluid.

This shift of cavitation condition A Q towards

reduced flow volumes leads to a greater susceptibility

to cavitation. In contrast to this the noise level

generated in this range as well as the destructive action

on hard surfaces at the collapse of the bubbles are

insignificant, so that a cavitation value figured from

condition A. would be sufficient. In the evaluation of

the cavitation value derived in this report, this fact

should be considered as a conservative estimate.

In conclusion it should be pointed out that, on the

basis of the cavitation spectrum in the transient

range determined by geometric resonances, a possibility

is given for the analytical separation of boiling

and cavitation noises. A precondition for this is that

the two spectra occur at different points. In this

case a so called frequency window can be found for

frequencies above 10.000 cps which is applicable to

separate both spectra /~13 7.
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Critical conditions governing erosion and influencing

of flow conditions are to be expected in general at

the inception of fully formed cavitation. This condition

generates a noise level which, like a white noise, can

be maintained almost undiminished over a frequency range

up to 1 M cps /~12, 6_7. The effective signal to noise

ratio for a given fluid and a flow in restricted channels

is dependent mainly on the available flow geometry. The

resonance occurrences which come about determine, in

this case, the maximum possible sound pressure pulses.

3. Remarks on problems of similarity

Conditions of dynamic similarity for a transfer

of the cavity formation in a water flow to that in

a sodium flow are set up under the requirements for

identical Re-, Fr-, and We-values as well as similar

relationships in the static pressure difference to the

existing dynamic pressure. In addition geometric simi-

larity of the flow channels and the same boundary con-

ditions must be guaranteed.

The geometric similarity between model and prototype

is given. As the proportion of the Reynolds numbers

in sodium and water at corresponding temperatures and

velocities, a value of K-^3 can be computed. It can

be shown, however, / 5 7 that for Reynolds numbers

Re ?-5 . 10 in sodium (on principle lower Reynolds

values can be employed in water) in the turbulent

components certain, similar velocity distributions

exist. Therefore in this respect similar preconditions

for an occurrence of cavitation are given. For the süme

potential energies, identical inertial forces or kinetic

energies in the model and prototype are present, strictly

speaking, only at similar velocities. The formation

of cavities in the water flow for a given flow volume

exhibits, as a result, similar conditions in the proto-

tpye at slightly less mass flow rates CK2 = 0,8,

sodium: 56O°C, 1.8 bar, water: 23°C, 2 bar). The ex-

perimental velocities in water correspond to those

occurring in the prototype up to a 120% load factor.

The Weber value is defined by the ratio between surface

and dynamic lift force generated in the flow. The sur-

face tension of sodium in comparison with air is

approximately twice as great as that of water. Depending

on density and viscosity, similar dynamic lift forces

in both media will result for the same reasons as above

/ 5_7, where Re "> 5 . 10 in sodium, so that the Weber

values differ from each other approximately by a factor

of two. The greater surface tension of sodium causes a

lower susceptibility to cavitation, so that one must

expect the critical cavitation condition in sodium

"later" than that in water. Similar conventional be-

haviour in the transfer of a condition of cavitation

measured in water occurs for the same condition in a

sodium flow based on lower sodium vapor pressure. At

similar conditions of velocity and pressure, the static

pressure difference in sodium becomes greater and the

dynamic pressure less. The effect of this is that the

beginning of the critical condition of cavitation is dis-

placed to more extreme conditions. We can forejo a thorough

investigation of the nondimensional characteristic

values here, since emperical results exist for the reactor

and model conditions in similar complex flow paths

(pumps, jets) / 7, 9, 8_7, which establish, for a

similar degree of purity, a transfer of the occurrence

of cavitation in regard to cavitation inception and

frequency distribution.

The above considerations made to this point refer

to the transfer of the fully formed occurrence of

cavitation, as it is shown in Fig. 3 under the con-

dition A.. A transfer of the condition A which stands

for the beginning of the area of instability is possible

only with the same degree of purity, which means with

the same magnitudes and similar spectral density distri-

bution, enclosed steam- or gas bubbles and all kinds of

impurities / 9_7. Because of the high degree of purity

for sodium as a reactor coolant in contrast to the water

quality used in the model design, the formation of cavi-
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ties will begin in water at pressures near that of steam

pressure, while for corresponding dynamic conditions in

sodium, the breaking strength is not yet exceeded. Be-

cause of this , the transient area in the cavitation

spectrum of the sodium flow assumes only a very narrow

range of mass flow rates. Experiments using different

water qualities confirm this assumption. In the special

case lower incidents of susceptibility to cavitation

than that measured in water is to be expected for

analogous dynamic conditions fulfilled for the mixing

device in sodium.

4.Experimental procedure

As shown in Fig. 4 the experiments were carried out with

normal fresh water-fed loop (THK-200) at tempe-

ratures between 20° and 2 5°C within a flow range of

M = 24 m /h up to M = 150 m /h. This range corresponded

to the Reynolds number in the free annular space of

the compensator of Re = 1 . 10 up to Re = 6 . 10 . For
5 1

a total pressure of about P «»1,5 . 10 N/m it was

possible to establish the first cavitation conditions

at M ^90 m /h. Fig. 5 shows the test section developed

for the mixing experiments which was used without changes

in construction for the cavitation experiment. The

sound pressure spectrum is measured by the specified

instrumentation (PI, P2, P3, H and M ) . Flow volume and

temperature were measured in the'test loop. Absolute

pressure values in the neighbourhood of the cavitation

zone could be derived partly from the measurement results

of the previous mixing experiment, partly from the

integration values of the pressure spectra. The greater

part of the test path made of plexiglass consists basically

of a full scale version of the BE-head ccrponent, where-

by the conditions at the outlet of the rod bundle is

simulated by a corresponding grid plate. The mixing

device shown in Fig. 1 is located 80 mm above this grid.

(Swirler and compensator in which the cavitation

zones to be tested are formed.)

For the registration of the expected noise spectra

three piezo-electric pressure recorders (PI, P2, P3),

a hydrophone (H) as well as a magnetostrictive noise

microphone (M) - used chiefly for the testing of the

proper inherent function - were installed. The three

piezo-electric recorders were not selected only for

this measurement but were available from other test

projects. Their usable frequency range as well as their

sensitivity were sufficient for the measurement of

the sound pressures, despite the fact that a reduction

in sensitivety in the high frequency range based on

a relatively large diaphragm surface had to be assumed.

The hydrophone was installed directly in the cavi-

tation area. At the same level, diametrically opposed,

the pressure recorder P2 was installed in the wall

of the test section. In a similar manner PI and P3

were installed in the two other measurement levels

and the magnetostrictive noise recorder in a central

position at the highest measurement level. For the

conversion of measurement values for PI, P2, P3 and H

charge amplifiers were used as measurement value con-

verters and amplifiers. A frequency spectrum important

for the series of measurements with a built in high

pass filter as well as a low pass filter for each

amplifier could be selected. The low frequency and

high amplitude pressure pulsations which are caused

by the circulation pump as well as by vibrations of

loop components could be damped so that the frequency

range important for the cavitation measurement could

be sufficiently amplified. On account of the high

frequency range of the cavitation pressure spectrum,

we had to dispense with an analogue tape recording of

the individual measurement signals.

The five measurement points were analyzed one after the

other at constantly similar conditions with a

frequency analyser model and the results registered

with an C-Y recorder. For most measurements no frequency

analysis was carried out, but a characteristical narrow

14
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frequency band selected, and the signal amplitude depending

on the flow volume was recorded with the X-Y recorder.

Greater band widths than 300 cps at a constantly set

frequency could not be transferred by means of the

frequency analyser. If the frequency bands between

approcimately 10 kcps and 100 kcps should be recorded,

a multimeter was used as a measurement

amplifier and rectifier in the AC measurement range.

Characteristic cavitation signals could be stored, photo-

graphed and seen on the screen of a storage

oscillograph.

The experiments were carried out to determine the exact

cavitation value CV for the mixing device for fuel elements

of the SNR-300. Mainly for this reason, the dependence

of the sound pressure spectrum on flow velocity was

tested. The incipient cavitation could thereby be de-

finitely established for explicit thermodynamic conditions

as well as for various frequency bands. In addition, in-

dividual conditions of cavitation were analyzed for their

noise content in important frequency bands.

5.Results

The pressure loss of the mixing device depending on mass-

flow up to the condition of incipient cavitation is shown

in Fig. 6. Losses of pressure due to existing cavitation

could not be registered with the available instrumentation.

Typical noise amplitudes, as they are registered from

the measurement point H for the range of flow volume

tested directly in the center of cavitation. are re-

corded in Figures 7-13, whereby the individual spectra

are parameterized by a corresponding frequency range.

From about 5 kcps upwards the cavitation spectra dis-

cussed above with the conditions A and A. are
"o' I1

generated. A pressure distribution characteristic for

the special geometry is attained between (10 - 20) kcps.

Higher frequencies show weaker pressure distributions.

It can be assumed that the amplitudes of the spectrum

decrease more and more above 50 kcps. In a frequency

range of (150 - 300) kcps smaller maximum amplitudes

are registered. The same behaviour is also shown by

P2, PI, and P3 as well as by the recorded pressure ampli-

tudes registered by M outside the cavitation zones.

Cavitation experiments at the mixing device are carried

out suitably in a frequency range between (10-15) kcps.

For these frequencies under reactor conditions signal/

noise ratios S/R ^40 dB are to be expected. The "back-

ground" noise measured in water as shown in Fig. 14, is

due to the turbulent flow noises on the ribs of the

compensator. According to theoretical transfer considerations

/ 4_/ a similar noise level for the existing Reynolds number

in sodium is to be expected in this case. The flow noises

reproduced in Fig. 7 in the frequency range of about

1 kcps is due to a formation of turbulence balls of de-

finite size. These relatively large eddy balls disappear

slowly up to frequencies of about 5 kcps. Upwards of

this frequency due to other turbulent conditions behind

the ribs of the compensator, maximum velocities can

build up which cause a slow reduction in pressure. Modi-

fications in construction of the ribs in the flow cause,

among other things, a frequency shift of the cavitation

spectrum.

In fully formed cavitation in the model fluid - for the

small band width of 300 cps - maximum pressure amplitudes

of P c a v = 0,015 bar are attained. Sporadically maximum

pressure peaks P = 1 bar could be recorded photo-

graphically at fully formed cavitation (in the neigh-

bourhood of the resonance frequency of the sensor) as

single impulses at 50 kcps. Those, however, are not re-

presentative for the total measured pressure amplitudes.

The small pressures measured at cavitation occurrence

are formed due to the use of relatively impure water.

The relatively large quantities of enclosed air prevent

the formation of high thermal velocities or possible

shock waves. Quantities of energy liberated through the

collapse can be lost through turbulent dissipation. The

15
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average sound pressure, existing in the water flow in

the compensator component of the mixing device is given

by P a v = 0,02 bar. (Due to the small pulsation area in

comparison to the sensor surface, larger pressure peaks

are possibly registered as weakened, so that higher

pressure peaks might be possible.)

The kind of sound pressure transfer within the water flow

can be analyzed qualitatively with the help of the noise

spectra registered at the measurement points PI, P2 and

P3. The pulsations which develop in the cavitation region

propagate in the fluid dependent on frequency (Fig. 15,

16). Certain velocities of propagation can be established

for high frequency waves (Fig. 16), while waves in the

range of characteristic cavitation frequencies are

measured almost simultaneously at the different

locations (Fig. 15). The cavitation conditions A , A-,

and A2 registered from the two piezo-electric sensors

PI and P3 are attained almost in the instant of their

occurrence in the center of cavitation. On the other

hand high frequency pulsations show a specific velocity

of propagation. The sound pressure amplitudes are

strongly damped by the fluid.

In Figs. 17 - 19 the characteristic cavitation spectra

are shown with different distributions of air present

in the water flow. The parameters T o, T 1, and T 2 there-

by represent the measurement times in chronological order

after the airfeed into the test section has ended.

Shifting the condition AQ to smaller Reynolds number

the transient range is a proportional function of air

distribution in the water flow. This result becomes

clear in comparison to the function shown in Fig. 10.

With the increase in air content an increasingly earlier

beginning of cavity formation is measured. The cavitation

number figured from this becomes more adverse. The

pressure pulses in the unstable range become more

frequent, but weaker in amplitude.

The noise analysis carried out at a full scale geometry

of the mixing device for fuel elements of the SHR-300

allow an exact determination of the minimum cavitation

number. From the given amplitude distributions depending

on the Reynolds number a average value characterizing

the first appearance of cavitation A at Re = 3,3 . 10

can be determined. The condition A- is established at

Re = 3,5 . 10 ; the condition A2 at Re = 4,3 . 10 . For

trivial reasons the cavitation number & = 0, and the

cavitation value CV = 1 respectively is assigned to the

condition AQ under the corresponding conditions of

pressure- and temperature. According to the equations

(1), (2), and (3) the corresponding values for different

Reynolds numbers can be computed. For this purpose, first

of all, the characteristic proportionality factor A of

the mixing device is figured from the initial condition

AQ. With a total pressure P. = 1,5 bar and a temperature

t = 23°C a maximum velocity V = 17,6 m/sec for in-
jnax

cipient cavitation can be computed. With this maximum

velocity and velocity V = 4,0 m/sec according to

Re = 3,3 . 10 a proportionality factor A= 18,3 can be

figured out from the equation (4). By this for an entire

range of Reynolds values the maximum velocities, minimal

pressures, as well as cavitation values can be derived

not only for the water flow but also for the sodium flow

in the reactor. The results are shown in table 1. In Fig.

20 the dependence of the cavitation number on the Reynolds

number in the free annular space of the compensator is

shown. As a sufficient safety margin from condition A

- according to the analysis carried out - the condition

A1 (Fig. 21) is defined. For the applied water flow at

a flow rate of H = 20,0 kg/sec, or M r 72,2 m3/h respec-

tively, which corresponds to a Reynolds number Re = 2,8.10

in the free annular space of the compensator, no cavitation

is present in the tested mixing device. The velocity

corresponding to a cavitation value CV = 1,3 - in the

cross-section specified above - lies 15% under that

velocity at which the first appearance of cavitation in

a water flow might be possible.
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For the mixing device developed, a sufficient safety

parameter concerning cavity formation for pressure

and temperature conditions present in the reactor is

described by the cavitation value CV = 1,3. This means

that a velocity of V = 4,7 m/sec is allowable in the

free annular space of the compensator. The cavitation

value CV = 1,3 is reached at a flow rate of

M = 22,5 kg/sec, so that up to an overload of 32%,

no cavitation in the mixing device can occur. Theoretically

only with M = 26 kg/sec and a pressure of P { = 2,2 bar

formations of caveties can develop. Emperical results

from corresponding experiments in a sodium loop show

no cavitation noises even at this flow rate and a lower

total pressure.

Nomenclature

V Ao

"2

f

CV

M

P

q

t

v
A

e

Fr

Re

We

conditions of cavitation

frequency / cps.,7

cavitation value

flow rate / m /h, kg/sec_/

pressure / bar_7

dynamic pressure / bar_7

temperature / °C_7

velocity / m/sec_7

geometric specific value

density / kg/m _7

cavitation number

Froude number

Reynolds number

Weber number
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FIG.1. Mixing Device for the Fuel-Element of SNR-300
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FIG. 2. Cavitation Phenomenon in the SNR-300

Mixing Device
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11 Cavitation Problems in Fast Reactor Fuel

Subrxsscmbli.es, " R. DISCI, G. MUHET, J.TEULON,

C.E.A., France.

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the main reasons why sodium flow

in Fast Reactors must be free from cavitation phenomena ; fuel

subassembly cavitation problems are described and especially

those encountered with flow regulation systems.

Our choice of a cavitation criterion is discussed :

it is assumed that the beginning of cavitation in sodium flow can

be extrapolated from measurements on water mock-ups.

It is also assumed that the Thoma Number, which cha-

racterizes the beginning of cavitation, is strictly indopendant

of the fluid nature.

In Rapsodie, this cavitation phenomenon was not as

important a problem in the hydraulic field as for the large fast

reactors such as Phenix, Super Phenix, etc, where it is the major

hydraulic problem to be resolved.

A study and test program on cavitation in water and

in sodium has been undertaken to verify the cavitation criterion

adopted.

1./ INTRODUCTION

The problem of cavitation arises at the design stage

of L.M.F.B.R. fuel subassemblies.

It is considered dangerous to admit the existence of

even slight cavitation in a nuclear reactor because of the present

uncertainty regarding the consequences of such cavitation, whether

it be a question of erosion on the structures or spurious noise or

vibrations generated in the reactor.

In fact,

- little is known about the erosion phenomenon due to cavitation

in sodium flow and it is difficult to predict its effects on

structures which are to be used for severaj years.

- noise provoked by bubble implosion is important because it may

come from numerous subassomblies and could bo confused with the

noise of boiling sodium, undesirable from a safety point of view.

Studies for differenciating between these two kinds of noise are

now in progress.

- lastly, cavitation is liable to produce vibrations even more

detrimental to the structures as they occur simultaneously at dif-

ferent points in the reactor.

For these reasons, therefore, it is necessary that

flow in reactors be such that cavitation does not occur.

The cavitation problems encountered during the ad-

justement of Fast Reactor Fuel subassemblies» from Rapsodie to

Super Phenix, are discussed, especially those concerning flow

control.

2./ CAVITATION CRITERION
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To define an operating flow rate corresponding to

incipient cavitation, Thoma1s dimensionless parameter is used.

Pd - Tv

Where

Pd

Tv

P

v

I P v2

= absolute static pressure existing downstream of pressure

drop system.

= water vapor pressure

= mass density of water

= mean velocity in reference section.

It is assumed that there is no risk of cavitation in

the reactor if the value of the o parameter calculated under

operating conditions is higher than that of the corresponding a

parameter on the model at the onset of cavitation.

a operating 5 a incipient

J



It is presumed that we know how to predict the

condition of cavitation onset in sodium from measurements on water

mock-up, and it is assumed that the Thoma Sigma characterizing

incipient cavitation is independant of the fluid nature.

3./ TEST METHODS

Cavitation tests were carried out on full size mock-

ups, using water test loops whose operation is distinctly less

complex than that of sodium loops.

* The testing method chosen to determine the onset of

cavitation is the following :

- water temperature is maintained between 2O° C and

30° C,

- air pressure in the test facilities is maintained

at atmospheric pressure,

• - the phenomenon of cavitation is produced only by

adjusting the flow rate. From an operating condition without

cavitation, the flow rate is increased progressively until cavita-

tion microbubbles which are detected from the noise produced by

their implosion, begin to form.

The cavitation threshold is thus determined by noise

detection through the downstream pipe wall at increasing flow rates.

Two cavitation states are detected :

- incipient cavitation during which there exists a

discontinuous but regular bubble formation (the bubbles form and

implose one by one)

- full cavitation defined by a continuous noise.

4./ CAVITATION PROBLEMS IN THE SUBASSEMBLIES

At the subassembly design stage, cavitation problems

arose for the various components, and especially for flow control

systems.

Those encountered in the subassemblies from

Rapsodie to Super Phcnix are discussed below.

4.1.- RAPSODIE (24 M/lth)

The Rapsodie subasscmblies are axially fed : sodium

from the diagrid flows through the subassembly base before

reaching the fuel pin bundle (fig. 1 ) .

There was no cavitation problem for the subassembly,

even though the flow rate in the base rose considerably ( "V 17 m/s).

At the adjustement stage of the flow control sys-

tems, cavitation was taken into consideration, but the operating

conditions adopted for this reactor were such that it did not

present difficulties.

Flow control (1.5 •* 2,5 kg/s ) is obtained by

eccentric orifice diaphragms placed in the handling-head of the

subassembly.
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4.2.- RAPSODIE-FORTISSINO (40 MWth)

The transition from Rapsodie to Fortissimo requires

increased performance from the subassembly leading to a general

increase of the flow rate. The subassembly's geometry is identical

to Rapsodie's, only the pin bundles are different : the upper

axial blanket is replaced by a reflecting block and the fuel

pins have a smaller diameter (fig. 2)

Cavitation problems appeared during the subassembly

adjustment :

- minor for various components (handling head,

reflecting block, bottom), resolved by the improvement of the

profile of the structures concerned.

- more important for the flow control system

(2.75 to 3.26 kg/s);cavitation occurs on all the orifice plates

placed in the upper axial reflector regardless of their position

and their number.

Under the given geometric conditions, cavitation

cannot be avoided.

Moreover, since calculations showed that the total

flow rate is distinctly less than the design rating of the pump,

we preferred to maintain a non-adjustable flow zone for the core,

rather than design a more complex flow control system which would

have required major modification of the subassembly.



This choice, then, eliminated all cavitation problems

in the Fortissimo subassembly.

4.3.- PHENIX (250 W e )

Cavitation appeared as the main problem to be

resolved in the development of flow control devices, which is

explained, in part, by the increased performances of the sub-

assemblies .

Many experimental studies proved necessary to pro-

vide these devices with a geometry such that no cavitation develops.

It was also a major problem for the subassembly-

diagrid connection when subassembly motion causes a gap to appear.

4.3.1.- F.low_regulation_deyices

Subassemblies of the Phenix reactor are fed laterally

' through circular orifices in the base (fig. 3 6 4 ) .

The sodium passes through the support grid sleeve

slots in the diagrid and the orifices in the base and is then

cnanneled at right angles into the pin bundle.

Preliminary tests

The flow rate is controlled by adjusting the total

cross section of the orifices open in the base : higher the flow

rate the greater tho cross section.

For fissile subassemblies whose flow rates are

between 18 and 26 kg./s, cavitation occurs chiefly at the inlet

orifice :

It appears first at the upper orifices inside the

base ; from this condition, an increase in the flow rate causes

cavitation to appear at the lower orifices ; in the upper portion

of the subassembly base, the phenomenon is then very developed.

For each configuration, the pressure drop coefficient

(K) and the incipient cavitation threshold ( oinc) are measured,

the operating threshold ( o op) is calculated. Figure 5 shows the

evolution of the ratio a op/ a inc in function of the pressure

drop coefficient (K).

The curve (a) shows that a flow control system

realized only through orifices in the base does not meet the

required operating conditions.

To overcome this difficulty, a flow separator was

designed which to delay the onset of cavitation, thus preventing

the jets from the higher orifices meeting with the upstream flow

from the lower orifices.

This flow separator consists of an internal conver-

gent followed by a divergent with a small vertex angle. This exte-

rior annular space is reduced by a strong hydraulic resistance

diaphragm, without which the separation advantage would remain

slight.

The installation of the flow separator in the base

of« the subassemblies gave rise to some difficult technological

problems but prevented cavitation within certain flow rate limits

(curve b). However, for certain subassemblies, the pressure drop to

be obtained by the flow control system is still too high to operate

without cavitation. An orifice plate which is placed above the base

in the subassembly and which controls part of the pressure drop,

also makes possible a return to operating conditions free from

cavitation (curve c).

For radial breeder subassemblies, whose flow rates

vary from 3 to 7 kg/s, cavitation occurs in two places : at the

orifice and at the diaphragm system placed downstream of the base.

By increasing the number of diaphragms and decreasing

the pressure drop coefficient of each, the radial breeder subassem-

blies operate without cavitation.

Tests on mock-ups

Systematic testing carried out in water on the

Phenix subassemblies corresponding to the different flow zones

showed that the incipient cavitation safety margin is less than

that predicted by the preliminary tests. The ratio ° °P/(j inc

decreases to values of less than 1 (fig. 6).

In other words, according to the water tests, the

fissile subassemblies with a more resistant flow control system

should present cavitation onset in the reactor without risk for

the structures. Actually, a 2,COO hr endurance test in sodium,
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effected under superior operating conditions to the nominal,

showed no damage at that level.

The observed increase of the cavitation threshold

( ij 15 %) could be partially due to the fact that these last

tests were carried out under different conditions (more sensitive

detection system, a different experimenter, different test loops,

etc..) On the other hand, the results obtained do not always lead

to identical values for the sigma parameter, their dispersion

being on the average 1O %.

4.3.2.- Subassembly - diagrid connection

The Phenix subassembly is supported on the diagrid

by a sphere placed on a cone garanteeing perfect tightness of the

subasscmbly diagrid connection.

When gaps are formed due to movement of the subas-

semblies (bending, handling, etc..) the hydraulic tests have

shown that,

-for small gaps ( < 1.5 mm) cavitation exists at

the bearing surface.

- for larger gaps, the cavitation risk becomes

negligeable.

At present, at the end of seventh cycle, the sphere-

cone bearing surface of the Phenix subassembly does not seem to

present any problems.

In conclusion, two critical points remain for the

Phenix subassembly :

- the base with its flow rate control device,

- the sphere-cone connection surface when gaps appear.

Two operations have been undertaken to examine them :

- cavitation detection in the reactor ;

- post-irradiation examinations of the subassemblies.

Reactor noise, recorded for different operating

flow rates, without power and with nominal power, is being analyzed.

The object of these activities is to find the best operating point

for Phenix without cavitation.

Macroscopic and metallographic examinations will be

carried out in 1976 on the subassembly bases most exposed to

cavitation phenomena to check for the presence of incipient cavi-

tation and to specify the risk level incurred.

4.4. _ Super Phenix (1200
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The inflow to the Super Phenix subassemblies is

lateral, through slots in the base (fig. 7)

The cavitation problems are found in the same places

as for Phenix (flow regulation system, subassembly-diagrid connec-

tion).

4.4.1.- Flow regulation devices

Because of its limitations and its complexity, the

Phenix flow control regulation system was not adopted for Super-

Phenix.

A cavitation-free solution, more flexible and,

technologically, less complicated was preferred.

The choice of a slotted base arose :

- the first advantage is to create a minimum pressure

drop at the base, thereby diminishing the sodium inflow pressure

and consequently reducing the problems of flow rate regulation.

- the second is the fact that slots take less space

on the base's surface, leaving, therefore, more room for the pres-

sure drop system.

Flow regulation is obtained with the aid of a central

orifice diaphragm placed inside the base.

For each configuration (flow rate 30 to 45 kg/s) the

ratio cop/tinc in function of the pressure drop coefficient K is

given in fig. 8 (curve a).

To obtain pressure drop coefficients higher than 10

without cavitation, the central orifice diaphragm must be replaced

by multiple orifice diaphragms (curve b ) .



During 1976, systematic tests will be carried out on

mock-ups of the Super Phenix subassemblies.

If we should find a inc values higher than those

presently obtained, there would be no major problem even for the

most resistant base, for the space available and the system's

flexibility would allow an increase in the number of diaphragms by

adjusting their sections.

An identical flow regulation system was obtained for

radial breeder subassemblies whose flow rates vary between 1 and

11 kg/s.

4.4.2.- Subassembly-Diagrid connection

The Super Phenix subassembly is supported on the

diagrid in the same way as that of Phenix, by a sphere-cone garan-

teeing perfect tightness of the subassembly diagrid connection.

When subassembly motion causes a gap in this connec-

tion for the reasons discussed above, we tried to protect the

sphere-cone bearing surface by placing a baffle (pressure-drop

system) on tile base.

Test results obtained in this configuration showed

that for small subassembly gaps ( < 0.2 mm) the baffle did not

provide the desired protection and that cavitation subsisted at the

bearing surface.

Studies>to find suitable protection for the sphere

cone bearing surface from cavitation risk, even with small gaps,

axe in progress.

5./ CONCLUSION

For Rapsodie, the cavitation phenomenon did not

cause serious difficulties while for the reactors which followed

(Phenix-Super Phenix), it was the principal hydraulic problem to

be resolved.

Although for Phenix the flow regulation system is

complex and technologically difficult, for Super Phenix it is re-

latively less complicated.

The adjustement solutions for these reactors make it

possible to control the cavitation problem, but studies are in

progress, to design very compact pressure drop systems with high

performance for subsequent reactors.

Research has been undertaken to verify the water-

sodium similitude criterion of incipient cavitation presently

accepted.

In fact, the assumption that the caracterization of a

state of incipient cavitation by the Thoma sigraa parameter is inde-

pendant of the fluid nature, requires experimental confirmation

which can only be obtained by tests conducted in water and sodium

flow on identical geometries*

It is with this objective that a study and test

program of the cavitation problem in water and sodium has been

undertaken by the French Atomic Energy Commission.

The safety margin to be adopted in relation to inci-

pient cavitation conditions depends on the results of this study.

Future research should more closely define the

consequences of cavitation,especially the erosion phenomenon, on

subassemblies which could be operated beyond the limits of incipient

cavitation.
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3 " The Onset of Cavitation in Pressure Dropping

Devices in Water and Sodium, " A.B. COLLIJv'SON",

U.K.A.E.A., U.K.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is necessary to develop pressure dropping devices for the control of flow
in LMFBR sub—assemblies and other components in and around the core» It is
generally required that these devices should have a high flow rate, high
pressure loss, occupy a very limited space and not be prone to cavitation.
If it is intended to detect coolant boiling acoustically then it is important
that there should be no cavitation noise background which would result in
reduced sensitivity of the boiling noise monitor.

This paper describes a series of tests conducted in water and sodium for the
development of cavitation noise—free pressure dropping components for PPfi.
Initial tests were conducted on single ISA nozzles, being followed by the
more practical multi—hole nozzle plates and wire meshes« Tests of a plug
in a cylindrical bush are described as an example of a sealing unit with an
annular gap»

2. TEST PHILOSOPHY

The conduction of a sodium test programme is tedious and time consuming.
It was therefore decided to perform the majority of tests in water using
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selected sodium tents in order to endorse components developed in water. It
was assumed that if one design of pressure dropper had a better water
cavitation performance than another, then the same would apply for sodium.
Sodium tests were conducted when a component had already been optimised using
water. It was considered that, in the absence of cavitation noise, erosion
would not be a problem.

3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

a. Water Cavitation Loon

Fig 1 shows a flow diagram of the water cavitation loop used for the
majority of the tests described later. The basic test section (fig 2)
is a tube 150mm bore 3.6m long constructed from perspex blocks with
thick walls and flat outer wall faces to enable good viewing of items
under test. The six pumps can circulate the distilled water at flows
up to 35 i/o with a pressure drop of 700 klj/m2 or 75 l/s at I4OO kfj/m .
The loop was designed to suppress pump and pipework cavitation. The
pumps 1 and 2 are of the sealed rotor type and are situated in a pit
7.5m fcelow the te'-t section. Pipework downstream of the pumps is 100mm
boref the return line being 200mm bore in order to minimise the flow
velocities at the low pressure side of the loop. Valves are of the plug
type in order to obtain least resistance for the fully open condition.
Loop flow is measured using turbine flow meters on the high pressure
side, the accuracy being + 0,5$. The background loop static pressure
can be varied from 0.25 to 14 oar irrespective of the flow by using
a vacuum pump on the gas space in a small header vessel or by pressurising
a set of pressure accumulators. Water temperature can be varied from
15 to 50°C, heat being derived from the pumps and removed by a heat-
exchanger connected to a sinall forced-draught cooling tower. The
dissolved gas content can be reduced to about 0.1$ of saturation by
boiling a bypass flow in the main header tank.

b. Sodium Cavitation Loop

Sodium tests were carried out on a loop attached to the 450 l/s sodium
pump loop at HEML (Ref 1), a schematic diagram being shown on fig 3.
The maximum loop flow was 40 l/s with a pressure drop of 35° kH/m , the
downstream static pressure being limited to the range 0.3 -> l»0 bar by
the design of mechanical punp tank. A venturi was used in conjunction
with a sodium manometer for the upper end of the flov; range, an
electromagnetic flowaeter being used otherwise. The test section was
fabricated from 150mm bore tube and could be removed from the loop
following isolation from the main rig. The loop operating temperature
was in the range 200— /,O0oC. Free gas in the system could be settled
out in the mechanical purap tank by running the main loop at a low flow.
The level of free gas in the system could be roughly varied by injecting
gas upstream of the test section, the large bubbles injected being broken
down on passing through the pump.

associated electronic equipment is outlined in fig 4» being designed
specifically for the monitoring of the noise produced at the onset of
cavitation. The microphone signal was amplified and filtered, only frequencies
y 10kHz being accepted and fed to a discriminator. The discriminator level
was set such that, in the absence of cavitation, background flow and
electronic noise was eliminated. The resultant signals were displayed on
a storage oscilloscope and a sealer unit similar to those used for counting
atomic particles. The sealer gave an output which was proportional to the
number of cavitation bubble collapses, the corresponding pulse forms being
shown on the oscilloscope.

5. EXPERIH3HTAL DBTERiCNATIOIf OF CAVITATIOH OHSBT

Before noise measurements were taken, the loops were operated at constant
flow and liquid temperature at a high background pressure in order to
minimise the number of free gas bubbles circulating. The background pressure
was then lowered in small stages, the sealer output being determined for
each step, until cavitation was well developed. A typical characteristic
for a nozzle geometry is shown in fig 5, the test fluid being water. The
cavitation number a is defined as
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where P̂ . is the throat static pressure, P the fluid vapour pressure and DH.

the throat dynamic head given by

2
DH't = -i-

tcA
.(2)

5 is the liquid density, Q the volume flow rate, A. the area of the throat
and C^ the area discharge coefficient.

As a" reduced, cavitation commenced as a series of isolated single bubble
collapses, becoming more frequent as the pressure was lowered. This region,
shown as A-B in fig 5, is referred to as the intermittent region. As the
behaviour in this region is intermittent no critical cavitation number can be
defined for its onset: at increasing O" events become less and less frequent.
At point B the slope of the characteristic suddenly increases, noise
becoming continuous as the point C is approached. The region B-C can be
identified with visible cavitation at the nozzle throat and an incipient crj
can be defined by the interception of the lines AB and CB. At D the sealer
unit becomes saturated, the noise level being very intense and crackling in
nature resulting in test section vibration. At E significant volumes of
vapour are formed and the noise becomes reduced in intensity due to the
attenuation of sound by the large number of bubbles present. In sodium the
region of cavitation onset A-B-C was similar to that for water, but the loop
was not operated beyond C because of the danger of vibration or cavitation
damage in the test section.

DETECTION OF CAVITATION

Cavitation was detected acoustically in all the tests carried out. For
water tests either piezc—electric microphones were mounted on the test section
wall or hydrophones suspended in the flow downstream of the test section. The
sodium test section carried solid steel stubs welded to the wall so that the
microphones attached did not operate at an excessive temperature. The

6. TEST RESULTS

a. ISA Nozzle

Initial tests were carried out on ISA nozzles conforming to British
Standard IO42, part 1 section 12 (1964), in order that results from the

J



two test loops could be compared with those of other workers
(ie Kobayashi, 1967, ref 2) for a simple standard geometry. Cavitation
noise characteristics for nozzles with a throat to upstream area ratio
m = 0.05 and a throat velocity V̂ , • 20 m/s for water at 20°C and sodium
at 300°C are shown in fig 6. The incipient cavitation number CJ,- for
throat cavitation was about 1,0 in each case, but the noise levels for
cr >CT^ differed. This difference is to be expected on account of fluid
thermodynamic properties, nucleus population and test section or fluid
noise transmissibility. The measurement of cavitation onset using
microphone RMS output resulted in similar values of cr 2.

The viariation of i j with m for a rango of ISA nozzles is shown in
Pig 7, results from Kobayashi (1967) also being shown. It should be noted
that Kobayashi determined the visible onset of cavitation and that for
the REML work C i > as determined from the change of slope in the noise
characteristic, more or less coincided with er ̂  values obtained by
observing incipient cavitation at the nozzle throats.

The level of cavitation noise forcr>o"^ was significantly dependent
on the degree of flow disturbance. Careful observation with good
lighting showed that a significant part of the water intermittent noise
regime could be attributed to visible streaks of cavitation upstream of
the nozzle. The introduction of upstream swirl led to a dramatic
increase of intermittent noise count-rates with significant noise
levels for C as high as 10. It is probable that the intermittent ,
cavitation noise was due to vortices in the flow. As an eddy or vortex
passes towards the nozzle throat its peripheral velocity increases due
to conservation of angular momentum resulting in a local pressure
depression in addition to the general reduction of static pressure.
Cavitation will occur if a suitable nucleus is present in the flow. The
more intense the eddy the further upstream cavitation will occur resulting
in a larger vapour pocket at the nozzle throat. This behaviour high-
lights the need for a good upstream flow geometry in any system where
cavitation noise is to be kept to a minimum. Cavitation of eddies
also occurs downstream of the nozzle in the highly disturbed region
produced by the diffusing jet.

b. 'falti-hole Nozzle Plates c

The space occupied by a pressure dropper can be minimised by using
multi-hole nozzle plates with If holes rather than single hole plates.
Pig 8 shows some of the nulti—hole geometries tested, the inlet
curvature in each case conforming to BS IO42 assuming each hole to be
served by the same flow area.

Test results for a 19 hole plate with m ~ 0.10 and V T = 20 m/s in
water at 20°C and sodium at 300°C are shown in fig 9. The curves are
similar to those found for single nozzles, a ̂  being the same for water
and sodium, cr^ = 1,5 — 1,6 compares favourably with the value °"i = 1.6
from fig 7 for a single nozzle with a similar ra value.

For all the nozzles tested the noise level was a strong function of
throat velocity both for water and sodium. Fig 10 shows curves for
a 60 hole plate in v.-ater with throat velocities varying from 8 to 25 m/s.
There was a distinct tendency for <T i to increase with increasing V T in
addition to the much higher intermittent event rates for higher velocities.
With Vrp = 8 m/s cavitation occurred at the throat without being preceded
by an intermittent region. The count rates were also very sensitive to
temperature both for sodium and water, increasing markedly with rising

temperature in the inter.-iittsnt noi:;c region. Ho significant variation
of T j with temperature aas detected. Tho temperature variation could be
due to changes of vapour pressure, ri(; nucleus population, thermodynaraic
effects or viscous effects. Considering; the relatively high throat
static pressure in relation to vapour pressure and the .small amount of free
or dissolved gas present it would secra unlikely that variation in
vapour pressure or nucleus population would account for the large changes
in noise level observed. On the other hand, viscous effect a will occur
for vortices such as postulated upstream of nozzle platen. As an eddy
or vortex contracts in diameter on passing through a restriction the
tangential velocity increases, due to conservation of angular momentum,
and the axial pressure falls relative to the static pressure outside
the vortex. The increase of tangential velocity i;i resisted by viscous
forces, the lower the fluid viscosity the higher the radial pressure
drop across a vortex. As the water temperature increase!-, more vortices
in the flow develop axial pressures equal to the vapour pressure in
passing the nozzle throat resulting in nore cavitation. Fig 11 shows the
correlation of count ra'e with viscosity.

Fig 12 shows the effect of the luunbur holes in a nozzle plate. Tho
plates tested had the sane a value and throat velocity, all other tent
parameters being fixed, <T ̂  di'l not vary significantly nut intermittent
noise levels decreased with inenjasing II.
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Wire Meshes

It can be inferred from Fig 12 that
noise region will be absent. A vir
hundred perforations with rounded e
plate. The cavitation performance
projected throat area) in water and
a significant level of background {"
test, giving rise to noise levels t
G~ • I'Tost of this £as had settled o
operation. There v;as 110 irvtermitte
cavitation being incipient in both

Harrow Annular Cac

if :i in largo enough the intermittent
3 mesh having effectively several
ntry approximates to a multi—hole nozzle
of wire nesshes with m ~ 0.3 (based on
sodiuat is shown in Fig 13. There was

as hubbies at: ^he start of the sodium
hat only changed slightly with reducing
ut in the puinp tank after 36 hours
nt noise region for this geometry,
water ana sodium for O". - 1.0*

The hydraulic hold—down system for PFR fuel sub-assemblies consists of a
cylindrical plug seated in a tube with a sr.all diametral clearance (Fig 14)»
The full core pressure drop is developed across the plug resulting in
high fluid velocities in the eccentric annular gap and possible cavitation
at the downetreün side. The geometry of Fig 14 '-'as cavitation tested in
both water .ind sodiura in special test--sections designed for low flow and
high pressure drop. Thy respective cavitation performances are shown in
Fig 15t°" being defined in terras of the .tean flow velocity in the annulus
and downstream pressure. The. onset of c;ivitätioii was very sensitive to
the presence of trapped debris or surften features such as rough machining
marks. With r.o such defeotr. for water at 20°C cavitation occurred at the
end of the parallel portion as shovm in r'i^ 14 with O" ^ = 1.05. A small
particle ~ 1tmn dia trapped close to the downstream edge gave rise to local
cavitation .nth o~j = 1.5,CT^ for this condition depending on the si^e and
position of the -trapped particle. The sodium curve corresponds more to
the water condition with the trapped particle. However, i t was not
possible to show '•.'hether debris was trapped for the sodium test so i t
is possible thaiff^ could be different in water and sodium. A t c > C
there was no intermittent cavitatiori £ov Mater or sodium; for tho sodium
case a small arao-.urt of background gas was present. The root msan square
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(RMS) microphone output for the sodium test is compared with the results
of the counting technique in Fig 16. The change in slope of the two curves
occurs at the sameCT^; RMS measurements are satisfactory for the deter-
mination of O~i but are of little use for the assessment of intermittent
noise encountered with nozzles.

Pig 17 shows the frequency spectrum from a microphone mounted on a
cylindrical steel stub when cavitation was continuous. The spectrum vis
recorded using a Ubiquitous frequency analyser, type UA—jOO—A, and was
typical of the tests conducted. The peaks are considered to be due to
•the "test—section, microphone and mounting stub resonances rather than to
the cavitation itself. The cavitation spectrum would appear to be fairly
broad band in the range O-50kHz.

CONCLUSIONS

a. In general well degassed water at 2O°C appeared to be a reasonable
medium for modelling cavitation onset for ISA nozzle plates and wire
meshes in sodium at 30O-4OO°C.

b. For nozzle plates two distinct regions of cavitation occurred. At
higher cavitation numbers 0">CT. intermittent cavitation took place
in eddies generated both upstref-m and downstream of the nozzles
whereas for C < c \ continuous cavitation occurred at nozzle throats.
Intermittent cavitation noise levels varied between water and sodium,
but the rates of change with ff were similar for equivalent geometries.
Values of 0" . for the onset of throat cavitation were similar for
water and sodium.

The intermittent region was absent for wire meshes and
for water and sodium for general cavitation.

was similar

d. For a sealing plug with a narrow annular gap the intermittent region
was absent and <x^ was sensitive to small geometric imperfections or
channel obstructions, making comparison between water and sodium tests
difficult,

e. The acoustic technique used was very satisfactory for the determination
of incipient cavitation.
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11 Flowrato Roculation Device in PEC lleactor Fuel

Element", D. TIRELLI, CNEN, Italy.

Abstract

A calculation method which optimizes a series of sharp-edged

constrictions has been defined, to design the PEC reactor

fuel element foot and can device. Total pressure drop is

divided in each gag to obtain equal cavitation numbers in

vena contracta planes.

Water and sodium experimental tests have been carried out

for most critical configurations; pressure drop results

agree the prediction, while cavitation results are a little

spread; some instrumental and modelling improvement activi-

ties are now being developed to reduce this uncertainty, to

physical-chemical sodium condition variables, in the reactor.
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1. Introduction

The forcing system in PEC fuel element, has made

impossible, the use of a^perforated tube flowrate regulation

device, (ref. 1); however this type of solution is studied

for reaserch and development reasons. A different type of de-

vice has been chosen which permits axial growth;the design is based on

standard square-edged orifice plate, and is completely studied

'in ref. 2 where three different cases are considered:

1 - central orifice plate

2 r annular orifice plate

3 - multiple orifices plate

use of one or other, depending on the optimization of the fol-

lowing:

- hydraulic characteristics

- minimum size

- minimum obstruction

- minimum cavitation risk

- maximum ease of calculation and construcion

2. Calculation method of flowrate regulation device

With a calculation method referred in ref. 2, it is

possible, using the following parameters:

- flowrate

- upstream pressure

- pressure drop

- flow area between gags

- cavitation number or device size

to define a restrictors series, where pressure drop is divided «

in each one, to obtain equal cavitation numbers in vena contracta

planes .

The same calculation method is applied, also to define labyrinth

devices (ref . 3).

3. Water and sodium experimental verification

Considering the advanced state of foot and can design

and the large number of different zone flowrates, to realize

equal feet for every zone, cans must be different not only for

the flow ports but also for inside geometry; fig. 1 is a draft

where upper and lower axial sections represent respectively,

maximum and minimum flowrate design.

Full size models have been tested in water and sodium rigsjpressu-

re drop results and optimization for cavitation criteria .agree

with the calculation method.

Figs.2,3 (ref. 4,5) show cavitation characteristics obtained in

water and in sodium vith the same instrumentation. Developed ca-

vitation stages have the same number, while incipient cavitation

numbers are spread; for this reason, a developing activity was

decided, and now one of the first results obtained is a repeti-

tion of water test showed in fig. 4.

4. Test rigs and instrumentation

The test rig used to obtain fig . 2 differs consi-

derably from that of fig. 4; the last one is completely con-

structed in inox, and operates full of clean and demineralized

water with air content control and pressurizing device without

free level .

There are also differences in the instrumentation used for figs.7,3

and fig. 4; the first constructed with noise pulse vibration coun-

ter with level discrimanation , and for this reason the results

are a function of the amplification and posizion of the transducer;

the second is constructed with the integral of vibration signal

that pilots y axis of a recorder.where x axis is a pressure fun-

ction; scanning speed and integration time are adjusted to obtain

closeness of data.

It is possible with this instrumented rig to have results in known

test conditions, that will be shortly fixed from sodium test rig

results of the same model and with the same instrumentation.
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5. Conclusions

5 6 7 8 Bi> (<nl A 9

2 - D. Tirelli - Dimensionamento ottimale di dispositivi diWork carried out until now,has not been directly in-

tended to study water-sodium similarity, but to prepare calcula_

tion methods of flowrate regulation devices and to develop in-

strumentation and water rig characteristics. Activity about

water-sodium analogy starts only now, that the instrumentation

techniques in water, are precise and with sodium test they will be_

come also accurate.
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" A Survey of LMFDR Cavitation Technology in the

U.S.A.", Y.S. CHA, P.R. HUEBOTTER, A.N.L.,

J. HOPENFELD, E.R.D.A., U.S.A.

Introduction

Although the subject of cavitation received due attention
in the design of early US LMFBRs (EBR-II and Enrico Fermi), a
formal base technology program was not begun until 1974. The
ultimate goal of this program is to develop guidelines to en-
sure design and operation of LMFBR hydraulic components free
from cavitation and/or cavitation damage. Primary emphasis has
been placed on identifying potential cavitation problems and
defining cavitation limits for LMFBR components by employing
available data and correlations and/or conducting appropriate
experiments.

Several experimental programs of a basic and applied na-
ture were established in order to resolve certain issues where
the cavitation technology acquired from early plant experience
was considered inadequate. As of March 1976, most of these ex-
perimental programs are still in progress. In this survey pa-
per we shall briefly describe each program, present the avail-
able interim experimental data, and provide references that are
relevant.

I. Cavitation Problems in LMFBRs

A. Primary Sodium Pumps

With respect to cavitation, there are two require-
ments* for normal operation of the primary centrifugal pump in
an LMFBR: (1) cavitation damage is prohibited since the pump is
designed for a 30-40 year plant life and maintenance during its
expected life is difficult due to radioactivity; and (2) cavi-
tation noise must be minimal because acoustic signals gener-
ated by cavitation may Interfere with the detection of boiling
which can serve as a warning signal for potentially serious
local-blockage faults in the reactor. Figure 1 shows a typi-
cal cavitation characteristic curve of a centrifugal pump and
the corresponding high frequency (̂  40 kHz) noise level curve
reported by Deeprose, et al.2, and Pearsall3. It is obvious
that the conventional 3% head drop-off criterion for cavitation
inception is not adequate for LMFBR application since it does
not guarantee the pump operation free from either cavitation
noise or long-term cavitation damage. Figure 1 also indicates
that maximum cavitation noise occurs before the 3% head drop-
off point. Preliminary test results, reported by Deeprose,
et al.2 on flow past a cylinder qualitatively indicated a coin-
cidence of peak noise and peak erosion damage as shown in Fig-
ure 2. Hamraitt' collected and analyzed the available data on
pump cavitation In water and sodium reported over the past 15
years, and tried to correlate NPSHj with NPSHQ. The results
are shown in Figure 3. Because of the wide data scatter, as
indicated by the horizontal spread of data points in Figure

3, Hammitt concluded that the present state of knowledge does
not allow a meaningful prediction of detailed cavitation be-
havior of a new pump design from past experience. The best
remedy, of course, is to design a pump with such conservatism
that there will be no sonic evidence of cavitation in the de-
sired range of operation. However it is probably beyond the
state-of-the-art to so design liquid metal pumps of high suc-
tion specific speed within practical limits of size and cost.
Therefore, the risk of cavitation damage associated with sonic
evidence of cavitation during a prototypical test must be eval-
uated. Our program is directed toward establishing: (1) the
necessary duration of testing; (2) whether the appropriate
testing can be done in water; (3) the type of acoustic data re-
quired for confident extrapolation to the full 30-40 year life-
time; and (4) the technology for making that extrapolation.
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It should be pointed out that, as of this time no commitment
had been made to install a global acoustic boiling detector
in either the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) or the Clinch
River Breeder Reactor (CRBR). At Argonne National Laboratory,
such a system is under development for the Plant Protection
System of future LMFBRs1*. Since the nature of this instrumen-
tation is such that it could be retrofitted into FFTF or CRBR,
it is desirable to avoid potentially interfering acoustic sig-
nals from the primary pumps.
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B. Sodium Valves

In contemporary LMFBRs, the temperature range of inter-
est is such that the sodium vapor pressure is close to zero
whether the valve is located in the hot leg or the cold leg.
Also, in practical LMFBR situations, the pressure downstream of
the flow-impedence device is at least one atmosphere. Conse-
quently, cavitation can only occur when the pressure recovery
is one atmosphere or more.

There is or has been no evidence of cavitation caused
by valves in the EBR-II or Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, and
there is no evidence of unusual precautions taken to avoid cav-
itation. A recent survey of the EBR-II primary and secondary
sodium piping diagrams revealed one area of the plant where
valve-induced cavitation would be considered more likely than
in any other. This is a system of running vent lines in 2 inch
(5 cm) secondary-system piping. In particular, one of these
valves runs mostly closed with an upstream pressure close to
the secondary pump head and the downstream pressure close to
one atmosphere since the line discharges into an unpressurized
over-flow tank. Though this is the most likely scene of valve-
induced cavitation in the plant, there is no sonic evidence of
it.

The flow control station of the Sodium Pump Test
Facility (SPTF) at the Liquid Metal Engineering Center (LMEC)
is composed of a series of 18 in (45.7 cm) butterfly valves and
a fixed resistance device, which can be used to hydraulically
simulate a high-impedance reactor core. The upstream pressure
is approximately equal to the pump discharge pressure and the
downstream pressure is close to the pump suction pressure (1-2
atmosphere absolute). Cavitation is most likely to be a problem
for the last butterfly valve since the presssure is the lowest
there. Cavitation incepcion tests of the butterfly valve with
a summetrical valve disc were performed using water at LMEC5.
Similar tests using sodium and a geometrically similar valve
will be performed in the near future at LMEC. We shall briefly
describe the results of the water tests.

As is normal, the pressure-loss coefficient C (defined
as P-̂  - ?2 = CpV2/2gc) was found to decrease rapidly with in-
creasing valve opening. Cavitation inception was detected by
an accelerometer externally attached to the pipe shortly down-
stream of the valve. The cavitation index was defined as,
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Z =

and the particular value of Z at which sonic cavitation began
was called the "incipient cavitation index", Z±.

Figure 4, a plot of Z^ vs. valve opening and showing
the cavitating and non-cavitating regions, was obtained by
maintaining relatively constant downstream pressure P2 (y 2 atm
absolute) and increasing the upstream pressure (and flow).
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Figure 4 indicates that Z^ increases with valve opening for
fixed downstream pressure. If the valve is to be completely
free of any sonic indication of cavitation under the condition
of constant downstream pressure for all valve openings, Figure
4 and the definition of I indicate that the permanent pressure
loss across the valve should be less than one third of the
downstream pressure (since the dynamic head in the pipe is usu-
ally very small compared to the upstream pressure and can be
neglected). If the downstream pressure of the valve is 2 at-
mospheres, the pressure drop across the valve should not exceed
"v« 0.7 atmosphere to be sure of avoiding cavitation for all
valve openings. Thus the SPTF flow control station was equip-
ped with five valves in series.

Although this is a unique situation, not representa-
tive of an LMFBR power plant, it apparently shows (when con-
trasted with the EBR-II experience with small valves) an impor-
tant scale effect. Where maintenance is difficult, one should
attempt to avoid flow control valves in large piping systems.
When they are required, they should be installed in a high
pressure part of the loop.

C. Orifices

In order to obtain more uniform coolant exit and clad-
ding hot-spot temperatures, orifices are used to restrict cool-
ant flow in certain reactor assemblies. As far as cavitation
is concerned, the preferred place to locate the orifice is in
or near the inlet nozzle since the pressure is normally highest
there. In most cases, existing data and methods of calculation
readily found in hydraulics literature are considered adequate
to evaluate the tendency of such orifices to cavitate. In the
following paragraphs, we shall examine the cavitation limits of
these orifices by employing existing data in the literature.

As a fairly restrictive hypothetical case, i,f?,, one
that would cause concern about cavitation, assume the heat gen-
eration rate in the assembly* and the desired sodium tempera-
ture drop through the assembly are:

q = 100 kw

AT = 200°F - 111°C

The required flow rate through the assembly is then

5 6 8 8 2 5 8 2

Assume the plenum-to-plenum pressure drop equals ap-
proximately 100 psi (7 x 10s Pa) and the pressure drop through
the assembly (other than the orifice) equals approximately
5 psi (3.45 x 101* Pa). Then the orifice must be sized for a

A control or low-power blanket assembly.

permanent pressure loss of 95 psi (6.55 x 10b Pa). The sum of
the cover gas pressure and the hydrostatic head at the location
immediately downstream of the orifice is approximately 25 psi
(1.72 x 10* Pa) absolute. The absolute pressure upstream of
the orifice is, therefore:

?1 = 100 + 25 » 125 psi = 8.62 x 105 Pa

The size of the orifice is determined by the desired
pressure loss through the orifice, the flow rate, and the di-
ameter of the inlet nozzle, and can be calculated as follows6:
For a 3 in. (7.6 cm) inlet nozzle

S =

5688

2835 (3)2 ^(95)(27.7)(53.4/62.4)
O.OO47O

From the tables provided in reference 6, this parameter S can
be related to the orifice-to-pipe diameter ratio, ß. In this
example, ß = 0.089.

Next, we need a criterion for cavitation inception to
test whether or not this orifice will produce cavitation. Usu-
ally, one assumes that incipient cavitation occurs when the min-
imum pressure of the system reaches the local vapor pressure.
Since some uncertainties exist in predicting cavitation incep-
tion due to various scale effects, it is better to add a safety
factor to the vapor pressure as the criterion for cavitation in-
ception. We shall assume that in order to avoid cavitation, the
minimum pressure in the system should not drop below 0.1 atmos-
phere:

P = 1.47 + P % 1.47 psi = 1.01 x 101* Pa
m v

Let,

95
125 - 1.47

= 0.769

In Figure 5, taken from reference 7, we find that the critical
beta ratio is

ß = 0.48

We also notice, in Figure 5, that Z decreases with in-
creasing ß (i.e., pressure recovery is greater for large ß fac-
tors) . If the ß required to achieve the necessary permanent
pressure loss is < ß , we would expect no cavitation. This is
the case in our numerical example, i.e., 0.089 « 0.48.

This seems to be a fortuitous general conclusion for
the geometric and hydraulic parameters of interest to LMFBR core
designers. As long as the orifice is located at the upstream
end of the assembly and is located in a fairly large diameter
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conduit (the tubular nozzle or the hexagonal duct), the required
ß will always be on the safe side of 6 by a considerable margin.
This conclusion may not be valid for permanent orifices in the
support structure where the irregular geometry militates against
this straightforward analytical test. For such an application,
hydraulic mock-up tests are recommended.
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II. Nucleation in Liquid Metals

Cavitation inception tests in both water and sodium, using
identical cavitators (venturi), are being performed at Columbia
University. The primary objective of these tests is to verify
the theory that cavitation inception occurs under similar con-
ditions in the two fluids. If this is firmly established, the
LMFBR industry can capitalize on a large aggregation of cavita-
tion inception experience with common fluids. At the time of
this writing, water tests have been completed and sodium test-
ing has just started. We shall describe the results of the
water tests.

Figure 6 shows the water loop used in this Columbia Uni-
versity program. The venturi cavitator which was used in this
test is shown in Figure 7. Cavitation inception was detected
by an acoustic transducer coupled to a wave guide immersed in
the flowing fluid immediately downstream from the cavitator.
A more detailed description of the apparatus and instruments
can be found in reference 8. Pressure and temperature at the
inlet and outlet of the cavitator, as well as at the expansion
tank, were measured. In addition, the pressure at the throat
of the venturi was measured. The equilibrium concentration of
dissolved argon gas was controlled by adjusting the pressure and
temperature in the expansion tank, and calculated using the
Henry's law constant obtained from the International Critical
Tables.
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Fig- 6 Water Test Facility at Columbia University
(Reference 8).

Figure 8 shows the comparison of cavitation inception data
obtained in the present test with those obtained previously by
Bonnin9 and Hammitt10. Also shown in Figure 8 are the results
of the sodium test from Westinghouse (described in Section III).
Despite the differences in geometry of the Venturis and methods
of detection of cavitation inception, all of the data appear to
follow the same trends, with sodium data being on the conserva-
tive side. The incipient cavitation index was shown to be in-
creasing slightly with increased gas content in the liquid.
(Dissolved gas content was not measured in the Westinghouse test
while the data from Columbia University were obtained for vari-
ous dissolved gas contents).

Another important observation from the results of the water
tests at Columbia was the distinction between gaseous and va-
porous cavitation. Figures 9 and 10 show the typical cavita-
tion characteristics of flow with relatively high and low dis-
solved gas content, respectively (the temperature and pressure
were somewhat different for the two tests). For flow with
relatively high dissolved gas content, there is obviously a
gradual transition from cavitation inception to intense cavi-
tation. For flow with relatively low dissolved gas content,
there is no such gradual transition and the amplitude of the
output from the acoustic probe increases sharply as the flow is
increased beyond the inception point, indicating vaporous cavi-
tation. The cavitation-characteristic curve for flow with rel-
atively high dissolved gas content can be divided into three
regions by the gaseous inception point and the vaporous incep-
tion point as shown in Figure 9. Venturi throat pressure for
the vaporous cavitation points in both Figures 9 and 10 were ob-
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served to be very close to the vapor pressure. Hence, the va-
porous cavitation index Ky remains close to zero and is the
proper index to use for the indication of vaporous cavitation.
However, the throat pressure corresponding to the gaseous cavi-
tation in Figure 9 was observed to be always greater than the
vapor pressure. This is shown in Figure 11 in which the vapor-
ous cavitation index Ky was plotted against the argon concentra-
tion in the liquid for flow with relatively high dissolved gas
content. Obviously the values of ICy are relatively large and
show no clear trend with gas content. It was initially be-
lieved that the minimum pressure in the system might be equal
to the vapor pressure plus a certain percentage Y of the equi-
librium argon partial pressure. Hence an effort was made to
correlate the data by using the parameter Kg with an average
value of Y = 0.137 as shown in Figure 11. However this also re-
sulted in a wide scatter of data points, indicating that there
is no simple correlation which can accurately predict gaseous
cavitation inception in a system with large and varying dis-
solved gas content.

The effect of free (entrained) gas content was studied
qualitatively by injecting a stream of argon into the flow just
upstream of the cavitator. The results are shown in Figure 12.
It was observed that the throat pressure at inception was much
greater than the vapor pressure and it increased with entrained
gas flow rate.

The difference between cavitation inception in water and
sodium has been studied analytically based on the consideration
of the stability of cavitation bubbles.11 It is generally ac-
cepted that most flowing systems contain gas nucleation sites
either as suspended solid particles or in the bounding surface
of the flow. The critical pressure below which a cavitation
bubble can no longer exist in equilibrium (hence can be defined
as the pressure for cavitation inception) is:
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where

R

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the critical pressure between
an argon bubble in water at room temperature and that in sodium
at 1050°F (565°C). The critical pressure increases with in-
creasing gas content in the bubble and it approaches the vapor
pressure as the gas content in the bubble is increased beyond a
certain value. Cavitation inception usually occurs when the
minimum pressure is very close to the vapor pressure and Figure
13 indicates that near the vapor pressure, the difference in
critical pressure between an argon bubble in water and that in
sodium is not significant. Another observation from Figure 13
is that the critical pressure for water is always greater than
that for sodium which means that for the same gas content in
the bubble, water is more likely to cavitate than sodium. These
results are in qualitative agreement with the experimental re-
sults shown in Figure 8.

In summary, both from theory and from the experimental re-
sults obtained so far, there does not seem to be a significant

difference between cavitation inception in water and sodium.
More data from sodium testing will be obtained in the near fu-
ture to further test the generality of this observation. Both
the dissolved and entrained gas contents affect the cavitation
inception characteristics of a liquid. Quantitative correla-
tions which include these effects are difficult to develop with
any degree of generality, but are of minor technological impor-
tance to the LMFBR where dissolved gas content la inherently
small and other considerations (physics and heat removal) re-
quire extreme precautions against significant gas entrainment.

III. Erosion

In the history of the US LMFBR program, there has been
only one recorded observation of possible cavitation damage to
a component. Before criticality but after considerable pre-
operatlonal hydraulic testing of the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power
Plant, certain in-vessel repairs were needed and the sodium was
drained to permit personnel access.
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Inspection of ln-vessel components during this campaign of
repair work revealed indications of erosion-type damage, pos-
sibly due to cavitation, in core assembly seating surfaces in
some of the holes in the lower support plate. Therefore, the
core support plate structure was removed from the reactor and
modified by installing Stellite inserts in all the lower sup-
port plate holes to Improve resistance to damage by cavitation
which might occur at these locations if the assembly nozzle»,
were not seated properly.

After the recovery from the fuel melting incident in
October, 1966, a thorough borascopic examination of the reactor
internals revealed, among other things, that the Stellite in-
serts showed no evidence of the earlier problem.

In retrospect, it is believed that the Fermi occurrence
was caused by the use of mechanical holddown and the fact that
the spring-loaded nozzle did not keep the light "dummy assem-
blies" properly seated during some of the deliberately higher-
than-normal pre-operational flow tests. In any case, US LMFBRs
now employ, hydraulic holddown and there has been no evidence of
a similar problem in EBR-II.
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Fig.13 Variation of Critical Pressure with Gas
Content of An Argon Bubble in Water and
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As described in Section I-A, long term cavitation damage
may not be avoidable under normal operating conditions for the
primary centrifugal pump in an IMFBR, A cavitation damage test
in a sodium loop, simulating the hot and cold legs of a typical
LMFBR, was performed at Westinghouse-Advanced Reactors Division
(W-ARD). The primary objectives of this test were: (1) to de-
termine the degree of cavitation damage in a prototypic LMFBR
environment as a function of time; (2) to compare this damage
with available damage in comparable tests in water; and (3) to
characterize the difference between hot and cold leg damage.
Such differences are thought to be probable, due to simultane-
ous action of mass transport which affects differently the sur-
face chemistry of the two legs, and also due to the so-called
thermodynamic scale effects. We shall describe the interim re-
sults of this test.

Fig.14 Sodium Test Facility at Westinghouse-Advanced
Reactors Division.
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The sodium test facility, consisting of a main loop and two
side loopsiis shown in Figure 14. These side loops were oper-
ated isothermally at 700°F (371°C) and 1000"F (537.7°C), re-
spectively except in those portions that were coupled with the
main loop. There was a AT of 300°F (166.6°C) imposed on the
main loop which could produce some corrosion in the high temper-
ature side loop and deposition in the low temperature side loop.
The test section, in each side loop, is made of 304 stainless
steel and consists of a venturi cavitator and corrosion sample
rings as shown in Figure 15. A wave guide type of acoustic
probe externally attached to the venturi was used to detect cav-
itation inception. A more detailed description can be found in
reference 12.

Cavitation inception data were presented in Figure 8 and
described in Section II. The operating conditions for the
damage test were selected as follows: The cavitation ind?x Ky
used previously is good only for cavitation inception since be-
yond inception Ky remains close to zero. Instead of Ky, the
following index was used to characterize the degree of cavita-
tion beyond inception:

. _ 2gc(p2 - y

The throat velocity in each test section was set at a value ap-
proximately equal to 1.2 times the throat velocity at cavita-
tion inception detected by the acoustic probe. Table I is a
list of the operating conditions.

Table I - Operating Conditions for the Cavitation Damage Tests

pl

P2

V

psig

Pa (gauge)

psig

Pa (gauge)

ft/sec

ra/sec

T

700°F (371°C)
Test Section

26.3

1.81 x 105

5.49

3.78 x 101*

76.8

23.4

0.58

1000°F (537.7°C)
Test Section

31.5

2.17 x 105

9.33

6.43 x 101*

85.2

26.0

0,58

After a test period of ^ 2000 hours, both test sections were re-
moved from tha loop and examined. Figures 16 and 17 show the
photographs of the exposed Venturis. Table II is a summary of
the damage observed in both Venturis.

Damage in both Venturis was significant. Corrosion speci-
mens before and after the Venturis experienced little weight
change compared to that of the venturi. The weight loss due to

Fig.16 Photograph of the Cross-sectionof the Damaged
Venturi (1000°F = 537.7°C).

Fig. 17 Photograph of tiie Cross-section of the
Damaged Venturi (700°F = 371°C).
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change in the average throat diameter can be calculated approx-
imately (change in volume times specific weight of the material)
as "n 49 mg for both Venturis, which is small compared to the
total weight loss of either venturi. Table II indicates that
erosion damage in the cold leg is more severe than that in the
hot leg even though the average throat velocity was somewhat
higher in the hot leg. This is in agreement with the general
observation that cavitation in cold liquids is more damaging
than that in hot liquids, i.e., the so-called thermodynamic
effect associated with the more violent collapse of cavitation

Table II - Summary of Damage Observed in the Venturis

mass loss (mg)

pits

max. pit depth
(cm)

surface
rough-
ness
(exclud-
ing pits)

initial
(ucm)

final
(ucm)

MDP* for 2:i00 hrs

(cm)

throat
diameter

initial
(cm)

final
(cm)

1000°F (537.7°C)
Venturi

290

relatively uni-
form pitting
starting at ^ 1
throat diameter
downstream from
the throat

0.076

100

max. 1270

min. 254

0.00458

0.4737

0.4780

700°F (371°C)
Venturi

690

non-uniform pitting
starting at ^ 2
throat diameters
downstream from the
throat

0.228

127

max. 2032

min. 508

0.01132

0.4737

0.4780

bubbles at lower operating temperatures. The measurements show-
ing greater erosion damage in the cold leg are also consistent
with the observation that pitting started * 2 throat diameters
downstream from the throat of the cold venturi vs. ̂  1 diameter
in the case of the hot leg (see Table II). With this greater
length of travel in the low pressure zone, it is reasonable to
assume that the cavitation bubbles attained greater size and
therefore inflicted more surface damage upon collapse.

The reason for relatively non-uniform pitting observed in
the cold leg venturi is not clearly understood. It is possible
that the venturi was not perfectly sypmetrical with respect to
its center line, which in turn might introduce an asymmetrical
flow in the venturi.

The second half of this test is now underway. New Ven-
turis will be used with a velocity only * 10% higher than that
for cavitation inception.

Results of damage tests in water, up to a test period of
200 hours, using stainless steel venturi cavitators are reported in
the literature1 *•*''. For the purpose of comparison, the values
of MDP in Table II were extrapolated linearly down to zero.
These values, together with those from references 13 and 14,
are shown in Table III.

Table III - Comparison of MDP in Water and Sodium (ucm)
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^xT^O-iquid

testing\t
duration \ »

100 hrs

200 hrs

water

19.7 m/s

3.5

20

water

29.6 m/s

37

-

1000°F(537.7°C)
sodium

26 m/s

220

440

700"F(371oC)
sodium

23.4 m/s

550

1100

The mean depth of penetration (MDP) was calculated by dividing
the mass loss by the estimated damage area and the density of
the test specimen.

Despite the differences in geometry, flow conditions, etc. in
these tests, and the potential introduction of errors by extrap-
olating the results from the sodium test, the results in Table
III indicate that cavitation damage in sodium is probably more
severe than that in a water system. Because of the large ex-
trapolation involved, this tentative conclusion needs further
confirmation.

Cavitation damage tests of prototype systems are expensive
and necessarily of long duration. Thus, most laboratory damage
tests are conducted by using the economical vibratory-horn tech-
nique which can produce significant damage in a relatively short
period of time. The results obtained from the vibratory-horn
test are not directly applicable to a flowing system. However,
if one could find a meaningful correlation between the two in
terms of certain cavitation characteristics which are common to
both systems, It would be possible to predict cavitation damage
in a prototypical system by employing the data obtained from the
static vibratory-horn test. It is believed that the best link
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between these two systems Is the bubble collapse spectra (num-
ber of bubbles per unit time versus collapsing amplitude). As
a first step toward achieving this goal, it is necessary to show
that a meaningful correlation exists between the damage rate and
the bubble collapsing spectra. Such a program was initiated us-
ing the vibratory-horn test facility at the University of Michi-
gan (UM). Tests in water have been completed and corresponding
tests in sodium are in progress. We shall describe briefly the
results of the water tests.15

In all of the tests, the horn frequency was 20 kHz and the
horn amplitude was 1.5 mil (0.00381 cm). A wave guide type of
acoustic probe and a counter were used to measure the bubble
collapse spectra16. The test specimens were made of 304 stain-
less steel. Water temperature was varied between 80°F (26.7"C)
and 250°F (121°C) at 2 and 3 bar suppression pressure. Figure
18 shows the plot of maximum damage rate versus the average area
under the curve of the bubble collapse spectrum (which repre-
sents the total energy associated with the pulses) normalized
with respect to the area corresponding to the maximum damage rate
at 160°F (71.1"C). MDPR represents the "mean depth of penetra-
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D 2

DO

MDPR . Co« AREA- C,
C o . 5130
C. • 4620

300 900 1500 2100 2 700 3300
M 0 P Rmax . 2 - 5 4 » l 0 ° cm/hr

Fig.13 Normalized Spectrum Count Area Vs MDPRmax

for > 60 kHz (Reference 15).

tion rate" and is defined as the volume loss rate per unit of
exposed area. Figure 18 sh(r;s that the damage rate increases
with Increasing total energy of pulse counts, thus indicating
the desired positive correlation. The data used in Figure 18
was obtained by filtering out the lower frequency signals (up to
60 kHz). However, it was found that if lower frequency signals
were not filtered, the "noise-to-slgnal" ratio of the pulse count
data was too great to obtain meaningful results, presumably be-
cause of the dominating effect of the signal from the imposed
horn-frequency of 20 kHz.

Preliminary tests with sodium indicated results similar to
those with water, with damage rates which appear to be greater
than with water under comparable conditions.

It is planned to measure the bubble collapse spectra in the
flowing sodium test at W-ARD so that the results can be compared
with those obtained from the vibratory-horn test.
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M

MDP

MDPR

N

Nomenclature

Pressure loss coefficient

Specific heat

Orifice diameter

Venturi throat diameter

Inlet nozzle diameter

Specific gravity

Gravitational constant

Pump head

Pump head without cavitation

P - P , expressed in inches of water

2st (P — P
Vaporous cavitation index, °c t v

Oo rp — (p + YP î
Gaseous cavitation index, se l t K v AJJ

PV2

Mass of gas in a bubble

Mean depth of penetration, volume loss per
unit exposed area

Mean depth of penetration rate
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NPSH

NPSHT

NPSH„

P
m

Pt

P
v

R

R
c

Re

R
g

S

T

AT

V

Vt

w

Y

Z

a

ß

ßc

P

V

Net positive suction head

NPSH at cavitation inception detected acous-
tically or visually

NPSH at 3% head drop-off point

Upstream pressure

Downstream pressure

Equilibrium partial pressure of argon in the
expansion tank

Critical pressure

Minimum pressure in the orifice

Venturi throat pressure

Vapor pressure

Bubble radius

Critical bubble radius
PV d

Throat Reynolds number, t t

Gas constant

A function of ß (see reference 6)

Temperature

Temperature difference

Mean pipe velocity

Venturi throat velocity

Mass flow rate

Empirical constant

(pi" V/(pi - V
Butterfly valve opening angle

Beta ratio, d/D

Critical beta ratio at cavitation inception

Density

Viscosity

Surface tension

Cavitation index,
P, - P
2 v
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Incipient cavitation index
2gc(P2 - Pv)

Cavitation index, —-772
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I. Introduction

The components with which cavitation becomes a problem

in FBR sodium cooling systems are impeller of mechanical pump,

core internal structure and fuel subassembly, where local de-

crease of pressure due to high relative velocity or separation

due to abrupt change of flow path possibly occurs.

In case of the fast experimental reactor JOYO, of which

construction has been completed and its functional test is now

in progress, few cavitation test has been conducted on these

components, being designed with sufficient margin against

cavitation occurrence.

Recently, however, a cavitation test was planned for the

main circulating pumps of the primary and secondary systems to

ascertain the operational allowance against cavitation and the

test for the primary pump is now in progress, using a full-

scale model which has passed the characteristic and endurance

tests. The interim result is presented to this meeting.

On the other hand, design is in progress through repetitious

amendment for the fast prototypic reactor MONJU. Although

this reactor has not a little design margin, deliberate con-

sideration have been taken against cavitation as this will be

operated under severer service conditions than that of JOYO.

For instance, a cavitation test in water on the entrance nozzles

of fuel subassemblies was performed in the midst of designing.

II. Design of MONJU

Main features of the cooling system of MONJU in present

stage of designing are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1 shows the sectional view of MONJU reactor vessel,

of which core internal structure is most probable to be affected

by cavitation.

Sodium that enters the lower plenum is divided into two

parts, one is led from the high-pressure plenum to the core

fuel subassemblies through the lateral holes and the other is

led from the low-pressure plenum to the blanket fuel sub-

assemblies through the openings at their end surfaces.

Besides, a small quantity of flow is portioned for the cooling

of the spent fuel storing pots located at the outer side of

the blanket assembly.



At the secondary stage of the design, the entrance

nozzles were subjected to a cavitation test in water. Its

details will be mentioned in Chapter III.

The main circulating pumps, essentially on the same

design as those of JOYO, have been and/or will be subjected

to the characteristic and endurance tests both in water and

sodium.

Discussion will be made on the necessity of the test

to ascertain the cavitation allowance of these pumps when the

results of the cavitation tests on JOYO primary and secondary

pumps are made known.

III. Cavitation Test on Entrance Nozzles of MONJU Fuel
Subassemblies in Water

A cavitation test was performed in water for the

entrance nossles using some types of full-scale models made of

plastics at the secondary design stage of MONJU core flow

control mechanism.

The flowsheet of the water test loop is shown in Figs.2.

Three types of models were employed in the test: "Type

I" (see Fig. 3 and Table 2) was the standard model and "Type

II" and "Type III" (see Figs. 4 and 5) were made for comparing

purpose.

Number of holes and their location were fixed, while

hole diameter was variable. Each of these cylindrical

models was covered by a sleeve tube perforated in various

pattern so as to simulate the realistic configulation of the

entrance nozzle which is designed to permit the selection of

flow rate by keeping the specified holes open and the others

covered.

The water temperature was adjustable by the immersion

heater in the drain tank (actually, the test was done only

at room temperature).

The back pressure was controlled by the regulating

valve located downstream the test section.

Aii analysis of water sampled after the test revealed

that the quantity of dissolved air in water was in the saturated

state for the water temperature.

Inception of cavitation was visually observed through a

sight window.

Fig. 6 shows, for example , the relations between the

flow rate and the cavitation coefficient of inception for

Type I model of entrance nozzle with No. 5 hole diamter series.

Plotted are measured values of

Pe
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2 file , where,

Pe: static pressure at the exit of entrance nozzle,

Ue: mean velocity.

On the other hand, Pe is expressed as follows:

pe= i p + p _ i ̂ u 2

where,

^P„: pressure loss across subassembly,

P.: hydrostatic head plus cover gas
pressure.

Using design values of Ue, /1PB and PT for each region,
Pe

design points of j. - 2
 a r e also indicated.

This figure shows that the design value of the entrance

nozzle of Type I with hole diamter serivs No. S is in safety

side, at P L = 1 kg/cm2, but the margin is not sufficient only

for the region 5.

With the progress attained in designing, the geometry

of the nozzle and its neighboring part has been improved based

on the above results.

IV. Experience of Troubles

During the R and D activities for FBR no serious troble

caused clearly by cavitation in sodium has been experienced.

In some sodium test loops it was observed that EMPs

caused noise, vibration and deviation of flow rate. Accord-

ingly, these EMPs have been operated under lowered conditions

to prevent the occurrence of such phenomena.

Noise and vibration occurred in a sodium pump test loop

which was supposed to be caused by cavitation. These pheno-

mena were serious in the case of low flow rate. Bubbles

produced at the 12" flow control va]ve seemed to be crushed

at the cooler, but not ascertained. Such phenomena occurred

only when the valve opening was set to a special d«gree for

the purpose of the pump characteristic tests and did not occur

under the rated degree of full opening.

J



V. Fundamental Studies

Fundamental study on cavitation using sodium has not

been made in Japan. However, basic data on orifices and

venturi tubes using water and on venturi tubes using mercury^ ,.

obtained in studies done by Institute of High Speed Mechanics,

Tohoku university are available.

The results of study on prediction of cavitation in
(2)Sodium has recently been reported .

VI. Conclusion

Until the present stage of FBR development in Japan,

namely the design of MONJU, very few of cavitation test have

been carried out under assumption that sodium components had

sufficient allowance against cavitation.

However, coming close to the stage of the design for

a commercial reactor, service condition of sodium cooling

system is supported to be come severer, and therefore, coir-

lection of data on cavitation and accumulation of experience

are deemed necessary to meet such requirement.

In order to obtain design data economically, we are

planning a program in such a way that as many sorts of cavi-

tation tests as possible (partial or integrated mock-up tests

with reduced-scale or full-scale models) are performed for

the components susceptible to cavitation in water and some

among them in sodium for the purpose of confirmation.

As a part of this program, design of a cavitation test

facility is under study for in-sodium cavitation tests on

the entrance nozzle and parts of the core internal structure

of the latest stage of MONJU design.

In parallel, a plan of comparative study of sodium

and water cavitation using test prices in simple configuration

is under consideration.
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Table 1. Main Features of MONJU Cooling System
Trubine type flovmetcr

Cavitation test vessel .A?) EX

thermal output

coolant

core

height

equivalent diameter

No. of region

No. of element in Region 1

No. of element in Region 2

blanket

radial thickness

No. of element in radial blanket

total length of element

pitch (in triangular array)

reactor vessel

height

diameter

core inlet temperature

core outlet temperature

coolant flow in reactor

core

radial blanket

bypass

max. flow/fuel subassembly

No. of loop

secondary loop temperature

(IHX inlet)

secondary loop temperature

(IHX outlet)

position of pump

primary loop

secondary loop

coolant flow/loop

primary loop

secondary loop

714 MW

Na

930 mm

1,790 mm

2

108

90

306 im

172

4,200 mm

115.6 mm

17,800 mm

7,100 mm

397° C J]
529°C y

79.7 %

10.3 %

10 %

'-- 20 kg/sec

3

32O"C

510°C

cold leg

cold leg

5.12 x 106 kg/hr

3.53 x 106 kg/hr

Back pressure regulating valve

Heater
AC200V

>oo

IM-
Expansion joint

LflJ

Drain tank
HI—Ä-

Stop valve

-150-

'1 Stop valve

Circulating pump

I Ä-
Strainer

Flow control valve

Fig. 2 FLOWSHEET OF W A m CAVITATION TEST LOOP

di <J2 d
i i i

60^4
i—

-555
l
(nm)

Fig. 3 Typ? I Entrance Noirle
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T a b l e 2 DIAMETERS OF LATERAL HOLES OK ENTRANCE NOZZLE

No
1

2

3
4

d,

13.3
-

15.0

18.0

16.0

d?

5.6
"

5.5

d,

8.2

d4

10.3
-

••

13.0

Q
.

11.8

18.0

d6

11.3

»

18.0

0,5

C 2

J-60-Uo-UoJ

.Fig. 4 Type 1 Entrance Nozzle

d, d2 d3 d4 d 5 d s

-L-t

«604-60^60^60^-

>I )ESI6N VALUE OF
VLOWKAlt/S.A.
KOR 6f(CH RC6I0N
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0 3X)x10

Fig. S Type H Entrance Nozrle

Fig. 6 COMPARISON OF CAVITATION CCEFFICJF.NTS BETWEEN MEASURED
INCEPTION VALUE AND DESIGN VALUE

(Type I model, hole dia. series No. 5)
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Table 3 SELECTION OF OPEN HOLES ON ENTRANCE NOZZLE
ACCORDING TO REGION

di

d2

d3

d<

d5

d«

ZONE I
1

o
o
o
o
o
o

2

o
o
o
o
X

X

3

O

o
o
X

X

X

4

O

o
X

X

X

X

5

O

X

X

X

X

X

ZONE n

6

O

O

o
o
X

X

7

O

o
X

X

X

X

O :
X ". COVER eo

Table 4 DESIGN FLOW DISTRIBUTION IN HONJU CORE ASSEMBLY

(2nd Stage of Design)

TLOW / S U B

RATE/ A S S .

(39 0tNa.)
PRESS. LOSS
ACROSS S/A

ZONE I
l

17B

2.0 7X1Ö2

317

2

165

1.96X10

2.88

3

153

1.84X1~O

2.56

4

145

1.68Xl"^

2.19

5

13.5

1.5 8X102

1.95

ZONEn

6

165

1.9 6X102

238

7

14.4

167X10

2J6

•

" Analogy of Water as Compared to Sodium in
Cavitation », R. BISCI, P. COU11BIERE,
C.E.A., Prance.

ABSTRACT

After outlining the major aspects of the cavitation

research and test program undertaken by the CEA ( 3 ) (survey

of the parameters defining the onset of cavitation in water

and sodium flow, and the consequences of operation under

sustained cavitating conditions on sodium reactor structural

components), this paper describes the Lest and measuring

equipment that has been developed for such studies.

The results of the initial tests in water and in sodium

using a thin 20 mm dia.orifices plate, are then presented.

Except for uncertainties about the measurements themselves,

the cavitation threshold values in cold water and in sodium

at temperatures above 400°C has shown rather good concordan-

ce. Testing is currently in progress to confirm these

findings.

(1) 2EC engineer assigned to DRNR/SEDC

(2) CEA engineer (DRNR/STRS)-

(3) French Atomic Energy Commission

1 - INTRODUCTION

As the high-temperature LMFBR nears commercial feasi-

bility, one of thi major design considerations is now to

master the problems inherent in such reactors - particularly

as regards sodium cavitation.

Cavitating conditions, however sligth, are considered

dangerous because of uncertainty about their possible conse-

quences, whether on structural erosion or reactor noise

levels. Cavitation-free flow is this a fundamental requisite.

As noted in a talk'1' during the Twelth Hydraulics

Conference in June 1972, researchers investigating the onset

of cavitation in equipment prefer to use water loops rather

than sodium loops, which are incomparably more difficult to

operate and test.

This approach however, assumes that the onset of

cavitation in sodium can be deduced from measurements on

water loops. It is widely accepted that the THOMA sigma

parameter characterizing the onset of cavitation is indepen-

dent of the nature of the fluid involved. A research program

has been undertaken at the Cadarache Fast Reactor Department

to confirm this hypothesis by comparative testing in water

and sodium.
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2 - RESEARCH PROGRAM

Fundamental research on cavitaticn phenomena should

reveal the parameters defining the similarities in the onset

of cavitation in water flows and sodium flows, and thus

justify the extrapolation of water testing results to cavi-

tation in sodium.

Relatively simple pressure reducing devices (diaphragms,

Venturis, etc..) and obstacles located in the flowstream

(cylinders, cones, etc..) will be examined first.

Subsenquently the study will be broadered to cover more

complex systems which better approximate those found in the

reactors (pressure-reducing flow control systems in fuel

subassemblies, gaps, pump impeller vane profiles, etc...).

In addition to the test program itself, a theoretical

analysis of the problem has been undertaken ; after the

initial test results (refer to section 5), this analysis has

concentrated on the influence of fluid gas content on the

onset of cavitation.

Another objective of the cavitation research program is

to assess the effects of cavitation on equipment which might

be operated beyond their design ratings (pumps, for example).

Future testing will examine modifications in the hydrau-

lic behavior of cavitating systems, and the comparative

extent of cavitation erosion in water and in sodium on

structural materials (localization of eroded areas, amount

of erosion).

The first system analyzed will be a cylindrical obsta-

cle placed in a rectangular flow-section.

3 - TEST FACILITIES

3.1 - Capitation loops

The Cadarache Fast Neutron Reactor Department currently

operates two cavitation loops : CANADER, for sodium, and

CALYPSO, for water testing (refer to figures 1 and 2).

The overall design and operating characteristics of

both loops are very silimar. Each way may be broken down

analytically into two major assemblies :

- The hydrodynamic loop includes the pump, upstream vessel,

test sections, dischargers, downstream expansion vessel and

- for CANADER - the fluid diode required for the safety of

the installation.

The loop is a closed circuit provided with free surface

levels on either side of the test section to prevent pump

induced pressure variation in the loop and to obtain equili-

brium conditions for the gas dissolved in the test fluid.

The discharger, located downstream from the test section,

regulated the pressure drop according to the flow rate.

The loop also includes measuring equipment such as

flow-meters, pressure sensors, fluid level and temperature

probes.

- Auxiliary equipment

. for CANADER : storage tank and connections to the loop

purification circuit connected to the

downstream vessel, and the argon inlet

and vent lines.

. for CALYPSO : water exchanger, filter, vacuum pump

and heating unit.

. Pump accessories and control panel for each loop.

The principal operating characteristics are as follows :

LOOP

Flow rate (1/sec)

Max. pump outflow pressure (bar)

Absolute downstream pressure • (bar)

Absolute pressure in

downstream vessel (bar)

Temperature (°C)
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CANADER
0 - 8

10

1 - 6

1 - 4

200-600

CALYPSO
0 -

12

0.5 -

0.5 -

20 -

10

8

5
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3.2 - Instrumentation

The development of measuring instrument is a major

prerequisite to the cavitation testing itself. Three speci-

fic categories are involed :

a) Cavitation detection

b) Cavitation noise analysis

c) Gas content measurement.

a) Cavitafcion detection

Identical measuring equipment must be used to detect

cavitation thresholds in .water and sodium : wave guides,

piezo-electric detectors, preamplifiers and loudspeakers.

Barium titanate and lithium niobate transducers are used.

As detection is simpler in water, a hydrophone (immer-

sed piezo-electric transducer) is also used. The onset of

cavitation may be observed visually using a stroboscope with

a high-speed motion picture camera, to confirm the data

gathered by acoustic detection through the loop walls and

the waveguide.

b) Cavitation noise analysis

Studies of cavitation noise in water and sodium begin

with measurements of the overall noise level, followed by

analysis of the frequency and amplitude spectra.

A Hewlet-Packard 8556-A analyzer and a Didac 800 multi-

channel selector are used for sodium testing, while water

testing is conducted using a Spectral Dynamics SD330 analy-

zer and a Plurimat-S Signal processing unit.

c) Gas content measurements

In water the Beckman polarographic method is used :

relatively insensitive to free gas content, this method

measures disolved oxygen and provide an indication of the

overall disolved gas content.

Acoustic methods, based on sound-speed measurements in

the fluid at very low frequency, are planned for subsequent

measurements in both water and sodium.

4 - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Comparative studies of the onset of cavitation have

been carried out on simple pressure reducing devices (thin

orifice plates) in both water and sodium, to determine a

number of cavitation threshold criteria : Reynolds number,

temperature, pressure downstream from the pressure reducer

and gas content ; scaling effects were also examined.

4.1 - Test method

The following test procedure was selected for both

loops : - fluid temperature was stabilized throughout the

loop at a given value,

- gas pressure in the dowstream vessel was held constant ;

no effort was made to modify the quantity of gas in the

expansion tank.

- cavitation was induced by increasing the flow rate gradual-

ly from non-cavitating conditions until cavitation micro-

bubbles appeared.

The results described concern only the onset of cavita-

tion, where bubbles are formed and implode regularly but not

continously. Under constant gas pressure and temperature

conditions, this phenomena is induced by slowly increasing

the fluid flow rate.

4.2 - Cavitation parameter
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Measurements in sodium will initially be obtained by

vacuum degasing analysis of the total gas content in a

sample taken from the test section.

The onset of cavitation is characterized by the THOHA

number : j^y _ X

6" :
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where :

Tv :

P ••

Absolute static pressure measured 650 mm

downstream from the orifice plate in the test

section

Fluid vapor pressure

Fluide specific mass content

Mean velocity through the orifice.

5 - RESULTS OF INITIAL TESTING IK WATER & SODIUM

The initial tests were conducted on a thin diaphragm

having a 20 mm 'dia. orifice with sharp edges inside a

77.9 mm dia. pipe.

Cavitation thresholds were determined in sodium for two

constant downstream pressure values (1.4 bar and 2.3 bar) at

temperatures ranging from 300 to 500°C, and in water for

pressures ranging from 1 to 2.5 bars at a temperature of

18°C.

The pressure of the cover gas in the downstream vessel

(argon for sodium testing, air for water testing) was held

constant at approximately 1 bar. Air content in the water

was about 20% below the saturation point, while the method

for measuring argon content in the sodium had not yet been

perfected.

The results of water and sodium testing are presented

in Figure 3 where the cavitation thresholds Q~ (within

measurement uncertainty tolerances) are plotted with respect

to the Reynolds number calculated at the orifice.

Sodium

Both curves reflect the influence of fluid temperature

on the cavitation threshold : tends to decrease when the

temperature rises from 300°C to 500°C and the Reynolds

number varies from 5 x 10 to 10 . In other words, the flow

rate at the onset of cavitation tends to increase with the

temperature. Between 500°C and 55O°C the G~ parameter seems

to be constant.

Thus is the temperature range from 300°C to 450°C the

evolution of <3" versus temperature is the same as that obser-

ved by Duquesne during testing in sodium using a loop with

identical geometrical characteristics (Ref.l), although the

new test loop specially designed for this research program

provides much better performance than the previous loop.

Moreover, the influence of downstream sodium pressure

on the onset of cavitation appears negligible at any given

temperature, at least within the range of uncertainty surroun-

ding the measurements.
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Water

The cavitation threshold parameter (5~ is constant

the range of Reynolds numbers studies (i.e. 1.5 xlO
5to 5.5xi03).

Testing currently in proyress will cover Reynods numbers

of up to 10 in order to provide a more thorough basis for

comparison with results obtained in sodium. Already there is

some evidence suggesting that the C~ parameter in water is

independant of the Reynolds number at values above 1.5x10 .

When these results are compared they reveal a signifi-

cant difference in the orifice plate behavior in water and

sodium : while the parameter in water is constant

(within measurement tolerance), the same parameter in sodium

decreases as the Reynolds number characterizing the flow

increases. There is, however, good concordance beween

values obtained in water and those obtained in sodium

at temperatures above 400°C.

This temperature dependent behavior may be due to

variations in gas content, as sodium releases gas more



readily at high temperatures. This assumption will be veri-

fied as soon as the gas content measurement technique has

been developed.

6 - CONCLUSION

The initial test finding on a thin orifice plate show

good concordance between the cavitation threshold values

obtained in cool water and those obtained in sodium at

temperatures above 400°C.

At lower sodium temperatures, however, a significant

difference appears :

- the parameter decreases in sodium as the Reynolds

number increases, while in water the value remains constant.

- the uncertainties about these results could be reduced by

improving the precision of sodium flow measurement and

allowing for variations in gas content, and by extending

water testing to cover a broader range of Reynolds numbers.

Testing is currently in progress in water and sodium on

another thin orifice-plate and on a Venturi section to

provide further data on the parameters that define the

similarity in cavitation thresholds and to explain the

<$~ variations observed in sodium below 400°C.
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" Cavitation Experiments at Butterfly Valves

in Water and in Sodium at 850 K ", K. MENDTE,

J. KLEMM, INTERATOM, F.R.G.

ABSTRACT

Throttling valves fabricated by Gebrüder Adams, Bochum will

be installed in the SNR-3OO plant, serving as flow control

devices during postscram operation. Valves of the same type

were used in the pump test facility at INTERATOM (APB) to

throttle down the sodium pump head. This test loop was to

demonstrate at the same time that the prototype SNR valves

could withstand the design conditions (flow and temperature)

during endurance tests.

To optimize the pump test facility design, a 350 mm diameter

valve was tested in water under cavitational conditions.

With the aid of calculational method described herein, the

hydraulic kinetic relationships of the throttled flow could

1.

predict the influences leading to cavitation. The results

of the calculational model showed close agreement with that,

actually incurred during visual observations.

Valves of the same type and in 350 mm a- well as in 600 mm

diameter sizes were again cavitation tested in sodium. Du-

ring this test, in addition to the hydraulic data, noise

measurements were taken using accelerometers. Concerning

such tests, the following inherent difficulties are to be

noted:

a) The noise measurements would register influences of

general entrained bubbles (gas and vapor bubbles)

causing increased attenuation of the noise in the medium

of transmission. Therefore, it is mandatory that the

loop be carefully degassed to enable measurement of the

cavitational bubbles.

b) The primary function of these valves in the test loop

APB is to dissipate the pressure head of the pump being

tested. Through energy dissipation across the valves,

they become strong sources of noise generation, in broad-

band frequency levels at these locations up to a factor

50 larger than those at the pump.

The cavitation dependent vaporizing noise, developed by

incipient cavitation, was, inspite of background noise,

measurable. Similar to that for the water test runs, in-

cipient cavitation was detected at the valves when

the corresponding o worths were between 0.15 to 0.20.

Introduction

Throttling butterfly valves fabricated by Gebrüder Adams,

Bochum (see Fig. 1) will be installed in the 600 mm

diameter piping in SNR-300. They will serve as flow con-

trol during postscram operation. Valves of the same type

with 350 mm and 600 wm diameters are needed in the pump

test facility at INTERATOM (APB) to dissipate the pump

head. These throttling valves have been operated in so-

dium for more than 8000 hours.
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Fig. 1: Butterfly Valve with 600 mm Diameter,

Fabricated by Gebrüder Adams, Bochum

C1S7 and £"13J. It is presumed that the outflow at the

valve is accelerated without loss, and that the pressure

drop across the valve is dependent on the effective

cross-section of the flow channel relative to the free

cross-section of the opening. The pressure drop in the

vicinity of a throttle presents itself primarily along

the run behind the smallest cross-section, having a

maximum speed V . The vicinity of the again-undisturbed

flow (V) lies somewhat behind the throttling point.

»moi
pm,n

2. Measurements in Water

To optimize the test loop APB design, a 350 mm butter-

fly valve was operated in a water test loop, at the firm

Stork, Hengelo to carry out cavitation measurements.

To observe the cavitation, sight glasses were installed

ahead of and behind the butterfly valve. At both posi-

tions, illumination was introduced from below. During

normal operation without cavitation the light from both

illuminated sources came through. The commencing of de-

gassing in water and the later incipient formation of

cavitational vapor - characterized by crackling noise -

could be distinctly discerned. Subsequently, the out-

gassing consisted of a multiple of small bubbles, whereby

the illumination from below is not dulled. Then, upon

encountering cavitation, large bubbles were formed,

whereupon the illumination became gradually decreased

until the light became entirely obliterated.

The pressure drop across the throttling butterfly valve

is calculated analogously to the flow relationships at

an orifice. This calculational method is described in

THE BERNOULLI-EOUATION GIVES
BETWEEN p m i n «HD j> ,

"} » '

AND THE LAW OF CONSERVATION OF | p . . . _£_ . -
MOMENTUM BETWEEN P m i „ A N D P j ' m l n » ' * g~ * " l ' " ' » o . | " >

FOSM ( I ) A N D ( ? ) FOLLOWS > „ , ! V» yjg -IP (])

BY INSERTING OF ( l ) I N ( U p CAN BE CALCULATED
BY MEANS OF MEASURING DATA

CAVITATION FACTOR ( p .VAPOR PRESSURE) i t 'min-P»
v 2

Fig. 2

The calculation of the maximum speed V in the con-
IMaX

striction and the related cavitation factor o can be

determined with the aid of measured data. The ob-

served bubble and noise formations can be subdivided

into 3 regions which are related to the o worths, i.e.

they are cavitation dependent.
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1) "First symptoms of bubbles"

Slight initial bubble formation becomes discernable

through the sight glass behind the valve being tested.

No noise is yet to be detected. Cavitation can not

be said to have taken place. It concerns more with

outgassing of entrained air in water.

The bubble formation becomes more pronounced. Slight

minute noise can be heard behind the test valve.

The light below the sight glass behind the valve be-

comes much obscured because of the bubbles.

3) "Very pronounced_bubble_formation and noise"

The noise becomes very pronounced and rattling. The

light below the sight glass ahead of the valve being

tested was still clearly illuminated. However, the

light behind the valve was no longer discernable.

It is shown that the calculated cavitational factors

(0 worths) and the regions of bubble and noise formations

are distinctly related, i.e. the calculated runs of the

throttling conditions are interdependent.

3. Measurements in Sodium

Parallel to the cavitation tests at the prototype pump

for StIR-300 which were reported during the Cavitation

Conference in Edinburgh, in 197M £"2,3.17, other cavi-

tation measurements were taken in sodium at the thrott-

ling valves installed in the APB. The test loop was

built to facilitate the generation of cavitation by re-

duction of the system pressure. It was possible to drop

the static pressure in the vicinity of the flow con-

striction with increased V_, , thus triggering the

cavitation-associated vaporization.

The thermodynsmic conception of cavitation is based on

the point of view that cavitation is, in essence, a

boiling process. The boiling of a liquid, as well as the

phenomenon of cavitation, is a thermal process and de-

pendent on the liquid properties viz. temperature,

latent heat of vaporization, specific heat and the ratio

of specific volume of liquid and vapor. Various authors

have treated £"4,5,6.17 the subject in detail, thus it

doesn't need to be further related. It can, however, be

concluded that the thermal cavitation criterion for

sodium of 850 K is nearly the same as that for water

of room temperature (300 K ) , at equal values of the

vapor pressure.

It is well known that cavitation in hydraulic machines

can be detected by means of noise measurements £"6,7,8,9.17.

The sound produced by cavitation can be measured in

different ways:
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1) with the aid of a microphone close to the outside

surface of the machine

2) with an accelerometer on the structure of the machine

3) with a hydrophone in the liquid.

Some authors show ZT8,9I7 that there is a correlation

between the level of the cavitation noise and the ero-

sion intensity.

Gas bubbles in the fluid of an hydraulic machine affect

the acoustical properties of the system. The trans-

mission of sound (v.'i* nation) from one position to another

and the damping of the system may be changed. These

effects are frequency-dependent and are related to the

size and the number of the bubbles. Most of the effects

can be explained by considering the bubbles, together

with some "added mass", as damped mass-spring systems.

Classic papers on this subject are given by Minnaert

£110.17 and by Meyer and Skudrzyk /TllJ. The resonance

frequency of spherical gas bubbles in a liquid is ClOU:

fo = 1_
2T. R

(5)

where RQ is the radius of the bubbles, P the hydrostatic

pressure in the liquid (and the bubble), p the density

of the liquid, c /c the specific heat ratio of the gas

andrthe coefficient of surface tension at the gas-liquid

interface.

Reference C3J reports that for uniformly small argon

bubbles in liquid sodium with gas contents less than

10 , the attenuation shows a sharp peak at the reso-

nance frequency of the separate bubbles. The level of

this peak is dependent on the free gas content. This

implies that a bubble size distribution can be obtained

from a frequency analysis of the attenuation. For the

detection of gas bubbles generated by gaseous cavi-

tation in a hydraulic machine the accelerometer or hy-

drophone should be situated at some distance from the

cavitating region. Frequencies from, for instance,

100 Hz to about 100 kHz can be measured, but due to the

unknown source strength the results may only be quali-

tative.

In the case presented above, a problem arises in the

measurement of the cavitational noise. In that the pri-

mary function of the throttling valves was to dissipate

the pump head, these valves were already noise gene-

rators, through their energy dissipation, prior to for-

mation of incipient cavitation. Contrary to the pump

test runs, which had been taken from an optimum operating

condition into a cavitating state, the throttling valves

had been operating with a tremendous handicap. A signi-

ficant amount of noise was generated at the throttling

valves, due to energy dissipation, such that cavita-

tional noise could not be deciphered therefrom.

For these reasons, accelerometers of the type used for

pump noise detection were also installed at various lo-

cations in the circuit, especially close to both

throttling valves (see Fig. 4).

Frequency spectra of the noise for various operating con-

ditions and loop locations were Fourier-analyzed and

evaluated over a frequency range.

eeoo
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The high frequency noise in the loop arose mainly from

large pressure reduction at the 3 50 mm butterfly valve,

accentuated by high velocity due to the pipe reducer

and with lesser degree from the high velocity flow at

the 600 mm valve, at the final pressure reducer and at

the pump (see Fig. 5).

The presence of free gas bubbles hinders the detection

of the cavitation inception, because there is no distinc-

tive mark between gas and vapor bubbles during the ca-

vitation.

Fig. 5

fKEOUENCr IKHI)

VIBRATION MEASUREMENT DURING
NORMAL OPERATION

Free gas bubbles in the liquid sodium may also affect

cavitation inception ZT8,9J7. A rough calibration of the

acoustical gas detection in the APB had shown that an in-

jection of 2.5 ml argon distributed in the system was mi-

nimally detectable by the sensors. At a volume of the

system of 25 m this means that a void fraction of 10~

was measured.

Because of gas bubbles in the loop there was a relaxation

time of more than one hour, associated with normalization

noise levels, after reduction in pump inlet pressure (see

Fig. 6).

This diagram shows the high frequency characteristic noise

curves at the pump. One recognizes that during reduction

of pump suction pressure from 1 bar to 0.75 bar, a momen-

tary suppression of all of the monitored frequencies down

to about 12 dB takes place. This effect can be traced to

the presence of increased quantities of bubbles in the sodium.
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F i g . 6 Frequency Analysis of Pump Noise after Drop in Suction Pressure

The suppressed noise levels return, after a time e.Lapse

of approx. 1.5 hours, towards their initial values, as

long as there is no cavitation present. Further lowering

of pump suction to a value low enough (measurable reduc-

tion in pump delivery head) brings the pump into cavi-

tation and the noise levels no longer return to their

initial values. From above, one can deduce that during the

first pressure reduction, bubbles were created mostly by

the release of dissolved cover gas in sodium, due to the

lowering of the equilibrium level of entrainment. During

the second pressure reduction, bubbles were produced not

only by release of dissolved gas but also by release of

sodium vapor attributable to cavitation.

The steady-state noise levels are those equilibrium values

reached after a time elapse, per Fig. 6. The duration of

this time elapse (relaxation time) depended on the plant

conditions. It is noted that all of the noise measurements

were taken when the plant ha.1 been fully stabilized.

The cavitation tests in the APB were performed in the

following way:



a. The system was carefully degassed.

b. The static pressure at the suction side in the system

was brought at a value which is normal for operation

conditions.

c. This pressure was held constant until the acoustical

methods showed a stable situation; in most cases the

situation was judged based on the active or passive

80 kHz-signals at the positions 19 and 20 and on the

accelerations measured on the pump; in general the

stabilization took one or two hours.

d. The static pressure at the suction side was lowered in

steps; measurements were done after stabilization of

the signals.
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e. Sometimes the reverse procedure was followed (pressure

from low to high values); in most cases the results

were similar to those of the other procedure.

The power spectra of the noise measurements at the 600 mm

diameter throttling valve were evaluated. Simultaneously,

the attendant hydraulic data such as flows and pressures

were evaluated in accordance with the aforementioned cal-

culational method, to determine cavitation factor a. The

results of these test runs are represented in Figures 7

and 8.

The observations attained during the water test;runs are

surprisingly in agreement with those runs in socjium. From

the noise spectra runs, it has been distinctly discerned

that bubbles were formed at o worths of 0.17 to 0.18.

Fig. 7
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During the water tests, as shown in Fig. 3, bubble for-

mations were likewise discerned at a a worth of 0.2.

The slight deviation between the water and the sodium runs

was practically insignificant when one takes into account

that prior to the sodium runs, marked precautions were

made to degas the test loop.

of energy dissipation because of distinct reduction of

flow and pressure drop stemming from a "boiling" state.

Basically similar results were also measured at the

350 mm throttling valve (see Fig. 10).
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Another aspect of the results shown in Fig. 3 represents

measured noise during the cavitation runs as a function of

energy dissipation across the 600 mm throttling valve (see

Fig. 9).
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POWER DISSIPATION AT A BUTTERFLY VALVE IN SODIUM

Fig. 9

For power dissipations larger than 210 kW, the attendant

o worths are more than 0.2, i.e. they lie out of the ca-

vitation region. For slightly lower power dissipations, i.e.

between 208 and 210 kW, the o worths are scattered within

0.08 and 0.15 to 0.2 in a region where incipient cavi-

tation commences. Below 208 kW, the runs lie in an ad-

vanced cavitation region where there is noticeable reduction
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Fig. 10

At this location in the circuit, the flow rate is sig-

nificantly increased because of the marked reduction of

the pipe cross-section at this position. The broadband

frequency noise level at this smaller throttling valve

runs more than 20 dB higher than that at the pump. At the

pump, proportionally more lower frequency constituents

were measured, whereas at the valve more higher frequency

constituents above 10 kHz were noted.

From the test evaluation, it can be shown that with the

aid of induced vibration detectors incipient cavitation

in sodium can be measured. In this respect, the conditions

are analogous to those in water. Comparative intrinsic
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effects are not available by these measurements, for

we have no qualitative comparison relative to the po-

tential degree of cavitation damage that can ensure.

In the literature opinions differ in critically

judging the adverse effects and damage encountered

£Tl2,13_7. We are inclined towards the more conserva-

tive view that normal operations should be as inci-

pient cavitation-free as possible for the sake of com-

ponents in a test loop or in the LMFBR.

4. Conclusion

1. The tests provide valuable results, demonstrating

how potential energy in a pump test loop should be

dissipated and thus enabling an optimum design.

To facilitate cavitation-free operation of the

throttling butterfly valves and of orifices, the

factor at the pertinent valves should be larger

than 0.2, as a design criterion.

2. The use of induced noise measurement to detect ca-

vitation, and its usefulness in sodium test runs,

has been verified again.

3. Acoustic detection «ith the aid of highly attuned

accelerometers provide good interpretable results,

even when the random background noise due to energy

dissipation is as much as a factor 50 larger than

that at the pump.
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9 " Cavitation Problems in Sodium Valves",

X. ELIE, C.E.A., Franco.

ABSTRACT :

Cavitation poses fuw pi*ohlcms for sodium valves, in

spite of the fact that tho loops arc not pressurized.

This is no doubt due to the low flow velocities in the

pipes.

For auxiliary loop valves wo are attempting to

standardize performniiccs with inspect to cavitation.

For economic reasons cavitation thresholds are

approacT.ed with large diameter valves.

Introduction

Valves are, by nature, mechanisms in which the flow

is disturbed ; often fluid speeds are greater there

than in the pipe itself. They are therefore points where

cavitation is likely to occur.

As Sodium loops are not pressurized, valves must be

designed and operated with allowance for cavitation

phenomena.

Practically all sodium valves are used for isolation

only (to shut off flow). Except for highly specialized

cases we are thus concerned only with the behaviour of

valves in "fully open" position. Cavitation is considered

acceptable during valve opening and closing cycles.

Xn this paper we shall examine the problems that arise

for :

— auxiliary loop and test loop valves with nominal

diameter of 300 mm maximum ;

largo diameter valves,i.o . valves for reactor

secondary loops.

AUXILIARY CIRCUIT VALVES

At the present stage of L.M.F.B.R. development it

has become necessary to develop̂  a limited number of

sodium valve models of reliable technology with perfor-

mances adequate for large-scale secondary loop and test

loop applications.

We have therefore defined general operating speci-

fications for valves up to 300 mm diameter*. One of

these specifications is relevant to cavitation phenomena :

"With the valve open, no cavitation should be detec-

ted for a sodium flow rate of 7 meters per second in the

pipe, when the out-flow pressure is equal to atmospheric

pressure".

Compliance with this specification is checked during

qualification testing with sodium.

This general specification covers most service

requirements except for sodium loop quick drain valves :

a flow rate of 10 meters per second or even higher can

be reached in the drain lines. However, it has not been

considered necessary to provide a particular specification

for these valves which are rarely subjected to rated sodium

flow, and then only for short periods of time.

* C.E.A./DEDR/DRNR/STRS/Bureau de Valorisation -

Recommandation n" 3 - March
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a) Gate Valves (Figure 1)

Gate valve designs are particularly advantageous

from the standpoint of cavitation :

— The fluid is not subjected to changes in flow-

direction ;

— Full or practically full flow section ;

— Few or no obstacles in the flow channel.

Specifications compliance thus poses no manufacturing

problems.

No operating incidents have ever occurred with this

type of valve, particularly as flow rates in existing

loops only rarely exceed 5 m/soc.

b) Globe Valves (Figure Z)

Fluid flow in globe valves is considerably more

disturbed than for gate valves, because of the modified

flow direction and the presence of obstructions in the

flow channel.

The difference between the two types of valves is

readily apparent in their respective pressure drop

coefficients with respect to line flow-velocity

K ^ ^ 0.5 for gate valves ;

K •^^ 5 for globe valves ;

where K = z 5—

Valves of this type are frequently subject to

cavitation phenomena in operation on test loops, even

in wide-open configuration and at flow rates of

5 m/sec. In most cases, however, such cavitation -is

imperceptible except with high-precision measuring

techniques, and may be disregarded.

No visible effects (erosion) have ever been observed

from 'this cavitation.

A significant example is provided by the initial

sodium cavitation test program in May, 1969i on an

existing loop used to calibrate flowmeters : a large

number of globe valves had to be removed from the

circuit, as they induced spurious noise sufficient

to impair acoustic methods of detecting the cavitation

threshold in the tost section.

In the RAFSODIE, PHENIX and SUPER-PHENIX reactors,

globe valves are used only on circuits where the flow

rate does not exceed 3 m/sec. Cavitation is thus

unlikely to occur and has, in fact, not been detected

to date.

Sodium qualification testing, which begins in 1976.

will show whether globe valves can moot specification

criteria (i.e. no cavitation at a flow rate of 7 m/sec).

LARGE-DIAMETER VALVES

The largo-diameter valves on reactor secondary

circuits are used to isolate the steam generators at

actuation speeds which vary according to the individual

reactor design.

a) PHENIX valves (Figure 3)

Combination plug—gate valves are used in PHENIX, with

quarter-turn actuator for lateral plug closure and

withdrawal.

For reasons of cost economy, restricted-flow valves

have been used (38O mm dia. flow section for 500 mm

dia. in the pi)>c).

Under rated flow conditions, tho mean flow rate at the

neck is approximately 7,8 m/soc., with an outflow

pressure of about U bars absolute.
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No cavitation has been detected in open position during

testing with water or in normal reactor service.

b) SUPER-PHENIX valves (Figure U)

As the cost of extrapolating PHENIX valves to

SUPER-PHENIX would have been prohibitive, research

efforts were turned to developing butterfly isolation

valves with the valve stem offset from the disc plane.

It is assumed that such designs will provide adequate

seat leakage characteristics under projected operating

conditions•

A 900 mm prototype valve has been built and is scheduled

for testing in water at full nominal flow rate in 1976.

Rated flow speeds in SUPER-PHENIX will be 5 m/sec,

and downstream pressure will be approximately k bars

absolute. No cavitation problems should arise under

these conditions, in spite of the presence of a permanent

obstruction in the flow channel-.

For subsequent reactor designs, economic feasibility

studies indicate that it would be advantageous to increase

the flow speed in the secondary lines, thus reducing both

the total sodium mass and the mass of steel structures.

Of course there is an upper limit beyond which

cavitation will occur, and the major question is whether or

not this limit is reached before the point of maximum

economy.

At present this question remains unanswerable for two

reasons :

the cavitation threshold of such valves is not yet

known ;

the optimum flow speed is dependent on the design

characteristics of the loop.

CONCLUSION

Sodium valve design and the relatively low flow

speeds encountered in sodium loops are such that no

serious cavitation problems arise even in low pressure

operation.

It must be kept in mind, however, that valves are

among the loop components which are most sensitive to

cavitation phenomena.

FIG.1 GATE VALVES
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ABSTRACT

" Cavitation and Gaseous Nuclcation", P. COURBIERE,

J. FIGUET, C.E.A., France.

Sources of significant nuclei 7S

It is possible to create cavitation outside of critical

conditions, when nuclei content is significant. This is demonstra-

ted by a series of experiments carried out in liquid sodium.

This shows the necessity of measuring gaz content arid if

possible, the number and size distributicr« of nuclei, in experimen-

tal rigs and reactors.

CAVITATION AND GASEOUS NUCLEATION

The present state of knowledge in cavitation shows that one

of the primordial factors, for the inception and level of cavitation

in water, is not the dissolved gas content itself, but the number and

size distribution of upstream nuclei.

This is confirmed for liquid sodium, where experiments car-

ried out with the same parameters and using the same approach and

stabilization processes have given results which present a dispersion

too significant to be explained only by the uncertainty of measure-

ments.

Experimental observations

To show these variations, we conducted the following expe-

riments. The following parameters : temperature, flow velocity,

downstream pressure drop, were maintained constant. The rig, initially

at P_ = 1.1 b, was pressurised at (2,5 or 4 b) for 15 minutes.

Then the rig was depressurized, until reaching PQ. This caused cavi-

tation to appear in the diaphragm, the super-saturation of dissol-

ved argon having contributed to the formation o£ large-nuclei by

gaseous nucleation. So, we shew that a sodium flow, in which nuclei

content is significant, can cavitate at a lesser degree than criti-

cal flow and perhaps continuously.

Results are given in the following diagrams, which indicate

successively for different pressures and for different flow rates,

the evolution r,C cavitation level with time.

Therefore, the low solubility of argon i:: sodium is not

sufficient to ignore the influence of the parameter of gas conter.t in

the study of incipient cavitation. On the contrary, It tends to

lengthen the time of elimination of nuclei by dissolution.

Furthermore many sources of nuclei exist in an experimental

rig, as in a reactor. For example, there are the places where argon

is trapped in pockets or bubbles. Another example occurs where the

flow rate is episodic, or insufficient to assure the homogeneity of

the fluid. If, moreover, it presents a free surface under high pres-

sure, dissolved gas is locally more significant and this fluid, when

liberated, tends to increase the size of its nuclei. A third source is

found in the places where sizable drops in the temperature occur. The

creation of nuclei takes place according to the same rules of super-

saturation of dissolved gas.
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Conclusion

I t would be necessary to have an apparatus capable of measu-

ring precisely enough the number and size distr ibution of upstream

nuclei, in order :

- f i r s t , to know this parameter in each experiment,

- second, to study quantitavely the evolution of cavitation

with this parameter.

Thus, by knowing and eventually controlling this parameter

in a reactor, i t would be possible to apply the resul ts of cavitation

experiments in water and sodium with reduced safety coefficients.

11 " D.N.L. Work on Cavitation in Sodium " , M.R. . \\M,

N.P. DAYKR, C.E.G.B., U.K.

Cavitation inception studies have been conducted using the flow geometry
shown in l'ig.l. The early work is described in references 1 ?.nd 2. Subsequent
work lias investigated the innuance of enhanced compressibility of thfi flow,
caused by an increase in void fractioa, on the inception condition. Tha results
indicate that cor.ipi.-ussibili.ty effects only become significant at the. relatively
high inlet void fraction of 10 or greater (i.e. o^ increases with void frr.ction
for voidage >10 ) . In addition a comparison of inception in water and in sodium
has shown that, for apparently identical inlet conditions (i.e. velocity,
pressure and void fraction), water tends to give o. less than for sodium.

Reference 1 Journal of Mechanical Engineering Sciences
Vol.l7,Ho.2,pp45-51,April 1975.

Reference 2 Trans.Inst.Chen.Eng.
Vpl.53,No.2,ppl31-135,1975.

B. Cavitation Uamage(Mr.N.F.Dayer).

The cavitfition erosion of stainless steelsftypes 316 and 321) in sodium
has besn studied over the Cc.inpp.ratiire range 150 C to 4G0°C using e. 15J KHZ

vibratory facility. Oxygen levels were maintained at less than 10 ppr. by
means of a diffusion type cold trap. The principal results are summarised below.

1. At a constant net positive suction head(bascd on static conditions)
temperature1, was found to markedly affect the steady state erosion rate. Erosion
reached a maximum at 215 C and then fell continuously above this tenperature.
This result may be partly attributable to the experimental conditions.

2. The erosion resistance of type 321 was found to be marginally lower
than that of type 316.

3. Metallurgical exaninations showed no evidence of corrosion effects.
Also the location of the dawage pits was found to be completely nmdora
with respect to yrainboundarics.

4. No correlation between erosion rate and noise level was found at

frequencies up to 50 KH .

5. A decrease in cavitation threshold with increasing temperature was
observed. Sioiie Prtssurt

Tapping
j—O>r«»surc Transducer

All dimensions in millimetres.

All intersecting surfaces ond smoothly blended with 35mm radius. Polipr.cd fintsh.
Circular Cross - Section.

FIG. 1 . Small Scolc Venturi.
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12 " Cavitation Tests for a Main Circulat ion Pump of

JOYO Primary ;Circuit " , T. FUKADA, M. KAMEI,

Y. NISIIIGUCHI, A. SUZUKI, Japan.

I. Introduction

Generally speaking, when a pump has a larger flow

ra!o, its required NPSH also needs to be large. Espe-

cially, in ;he case of the primary circulation pump in an

FBR sodium cooling system, there will be involved diffi-

culties in the design and arrangement thereof. It is,

therefore, important to accurately grasp the required

NPSH in the first place.

It can be quite easily assumed that there is not much

difference in the required NPSH between in-sodium and

in-water, but hardly any actual case of its confirmation is

available.

In the case of our FBR "JOYO", since the flow rate

per one loop in the primary system is no more than 21 m3/

min. , which is relatively a small flow rate, the available

NPSH has a plenty of allowance and poses no problem at

all. However, providing for the development of a future

large capacity pump, a series of experiments were per-

formed using a prototype of the FBR "JOYO's" primary

circulation pump to measure and determine the pump's in-

sodium cavitation characteristics. As this prototype

had been previously tested in water to examine its in-water

cavitation performance, the present experiment was in-

tended to compare the results of the two tests.

II. General Description of Pump

The pump which was used for the present test

had been made identical to the actual primary main circu-

lation pump of FBR "JOYO" in size, configuration, mate-

rial, etc. The cross sectional diagram of the pump's

construction is as shown in Fig. 1.

As FBR "JOYO" is a loop type, its circulation pump

is of a piped suction type, and its free surface level is

controlled by overflow. Its impeller is of a single suction

type, and its diffuser is of a multi-vane type. Iimncdiatc-

ly above the impeller, there is provided an in-sodium

bearing of hydrostatic type, and the upper 3ection supports

the radial load of the shaft by an oil lubricated ball bear-

ing. While the weight and the hydraulic thrust of the

rotor is supported by a thrust bearing on the upper part of

the motor. The outer casing has a jacket and is preheated

by circulation of heated nitrogen gas.

Pump's Specifications:
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Model

Piping Size:

Rated Flow Rate:

Total Head:

Design Temp.:
Charge Gas:

Vertical, free surface, centri-

fugal type.

Suction

Discharge

Overflow

CoverGas Pressure:
No. of Revolution:

450mm
300mm
200mm

21.03m3/min.
70m

450°C
Ar gas

lOOmmAq

130 - 93Orpm
(continuously variable)

Rated Output of Drive Motor:

Revolution Control :

33OkW

Static Scherbius
Method

The head-flow characteristic curves of the pump are

as shown by Fig. 2.

111. Outline of Test Loop

The in-sodium cavitation test was performed on the

Sodium Pump Test Loop which is composed of the following

six systems so that a series of performance and endurance

tests of a large capacity sodium pump can be performed:

(1) A main circuit system.

A sodium supplying system.

A sodium charging system ( or a pump over-

flow system)

A cover gas system.

A drain system.

A nitrogen gas preheating system.

(2 )

(3 )

U)
(5)
(6)



Fig- 3 represents the flowsheet of this loop.

The main circuit system is of a double tubular con-

struction permitting to be preheated with nitrogen gas flow

in the annular gap between an inner tube» of t2in. and an

outer tube of 16in. , simulating the main circuit of the

primary system of FBR "JOYO".

Also provided are the flowmeters ( saddle type

electromagnetic flowmeter and oriffice flowmeter), pres-

sure gauges with NaK transducers (3 gauges at the inlet

and outlet of the pump), and 12in. and 6in. freeze seal

type flow regulating valves. An air-cooler is installed to

control the temperature of the pump test loop.

The sodium supply system is to transfer the purified

sodium from the separately installed purity control system

to the heater by the feeding pump so that the heated sodium

is charged into the main circuit via the sodium charging

system, and to maintain the free surface of sodium at a

given level during the loop's operation by the overflow and

supply lines connected to the auxiliary tank.

This sodium supply system is equipped with an

electromagnetic flowmeter and a heater ( 100kW ) im-

mersed in an overflow tank.

The sodium charging system (the pump overflow sys-

tem) is to charge sodium from the heater into the main cir-

cuit by the sodium feeding pump, and to

hold the suction pressure of the pump at a given level dur-

ing the loop's operation. This sodium charging system is

composed of a feeding pump (987 t/min, 3Kg/cm^) and an

electromagnetic flowmeter to measure the overflow rate

of the pump.

The cover gas system has a role to prevent the free

surface levels of the heater and the pump from oxidation

and to maintain the pressure at the shaft enclosing section

of the pump on the positive and thus to prevent air from

mixing into there. This cover gas system is composed of

an shaft enclosing argon gas feeding line, a respiratory

gas line, and two vapor traps.

The drain system has the function to drain the entire

sodium in the loop into the auxiliary tank. The drain

valves are electrically actuated so that any emergency

draining is possible.

The nitrogen gas preheating system has a capacity to

preheat the pump and the main circuit at a time.

IV. Test Procedures

IV-1. Test Conditions

The in-sodium cavitation test of the pump was per-

formed by changing the flow rate by aperture control of the

flow control valve, and reducing the cover ges pressure at

each different flow rate under the maximum revolution

number to determine the limit NPSH from the pump's limit

inlet pressure where decline of head by cnvitation could

be observed.

The test was undertaken under the following condi-

tions:

(1) Pump's revolution number: 930 rpm constant

(2) Aperture of flow control valve: 100, 4-7', 36, 23

and 13%

(3) Cover gas pressure (variable): +0.01 —1.0 Kg/

cm2G

(4) Sodium temperature: 37O°C,25O°C

(5) Surface level of pump's sodium: overflow surface

level.

(6) Sodium purity (plug temp. ): 150 °C - 180 °C

Table 1 shows the combination of conditions applied
in this test.

IV-2. Measurement of Cavitation

The measurement of cavitation was performed by the

following procedures:

(1) Measuring Method

( i ) Measurement of cavitation based on the monitoring

of variations in process rates

This is a method to detect the pump's head loss

caused by the initiation of cavitation by measuring the
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decline of the differential pressure between the inlet
and outlet of the pump.

As the auxiliary means, the following two measur-
ing methods were also employed.

( ii ) Acoustical Measurement
By measur' ĝ the sound from the pump while it is
under the cavitation test, the so measured sound was
compared against the prior measured acoustic back-
ground to examine whether or not cavitntion has ini-
tiated.

( iii) Measurement of Vibration of Pump's Shaft
An optical vibrometer ( Zimmer's vibrometer) was

employed to measure the vibration of the upper part
of the pum shaft caused by cavitation.

(2) Measuring Point
Main measuring points are shown in Fig. A.

V. Test Results

As an example of the results of the cavitation test,
Fig. 5 represents the result of the run number 9 performed
at 370 °C of sodium temperature and 100% aperture of the
valve (V9-D.

In this figure, it is observed that, as the time lapse
Cchart travel) moved from the right to the left, the cover
gas was vacuum-drawn from its pressure at -895OmmAqG,
and then, passing through the point where initiation of head
loss was observed (described as "0% head loss"), the vac-
uum draw-off was suspended temporarily at a point within
the plateau region in the inlet pressure so that the process
rates could be measured. Then, it also shows that the
draw-off was resumed, and after a 3% head loss, and at
such a timing when approximately a 10% head loss was de-
tected, the revolution number of the pump was reduced and
the cavitation test was finished.

Fig. 6 shows the diagram drawn by inputting the inlet
pressure into the X-axis of the X-Y recorder and the dif-
ferential pressure between the inlet and outlet of the pump
into the Y-axis.

These represent very conspicuously the phenomena of
head loss by cavitation.

Likewise, in the other runs (run No.l - run No. 12),
the similar head losses which was considered to have been
caused )iy cavitation were also detected.

The acoustic method and the shaft vibration measure-
ment method which were employed as the method for an
early detection of cavitation initiation were not a success-
ful approach since they failed to determine definite distinc-
tion between initiation of cavitation (confirmation by
hydraulic pressure loss) and normal background.

V-l. Adjustment of Test Results
(1) Pump's net positive suction head (NPSH)

NPSH is obtained from the measured value of the in-
let pressure gauge (PX9-2).
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where,
Hsv:
P 2 :

NPSH (m-Na)
Measured value (Kg/cm^a) of the inlet
pressure gauge (Px9-2).

r: Specific weight of sodium ( Kg/m3)
hZ2: Elevation of the inlet pressure measuring

point (zero-level being on the suction port)
(m)

h'/,s: Pressure loss (m.Na) from the inlet pres-
sure measuring point to the suction port.

Vs: Pump's in-pipe suction flow velocity (m/S)
Pvp: Sodium vapor pressure (Kg/cm^)

(2) Pump's total head
The total head is obtained from the measured values

of the outlet pressure gauge (PX9-4.) and the inlet pres-
sure gauge (PX9-2).

H - hZ2)

V 2 (5-2).

J



where,
H:

Pi»

V:

Total head (m-Na)

Measured value ( Kg/cm^a) of the outlet

pressure gauge (PX9-4-)

Elevation of the outlet pressure measuring

point ( m)
Pressure loss (m-Na) from the discharge
port to the outlet pressure measuring point
Pump's in-pipe discharge flow rate (m/S)

From the results of each test, the pump's net posi-
tive suction head (NPSH) corresponding to 0% head loss
(the point where head loss initiates) and 3% head loss
respectively were sought. The resulting data are given
in Figs. 7 and 8 respectively.

VI. Comparative Evaluation of Results of ln-Sodium Test

and In-Water Test

The in-water cavitation test of the pump was performed
at the pump manufacturer's plant according to the commer-
cial test procedures. The cavitation condition was created
by throttling the valve on the suction side, and initiation of
cavitation was confirmed by Bourdon tube pressure gauge,
while the suction pressure was measured by mercury
manometer. The water was of the normal temperature.

As this in-water test was carried out at about 980
rpm of revolution number of the motor, the conversion of
values into various volumes at the rated revolution number
of 93Orpm was performed respectively as follows:

(1) Flow rate (delivery rate plus overflow rate) Q,

N
Q " (6-1)

where,
Q: Flow rate (m3/min) at the prescribed revo-

lution number (930rpm)
Q t: Flow rate (m3/min) at the test revolution

number

N: Prescribed revolution number (930 rpm)
Nj: Test revolution number

(2) Head (total head and NPSH) H.

H (6-2)

where,
H: Head (m) at the prescribed revolution num-

ber (930rpm)
Ht: Head (in) at the test revolution number

Fig. 9 shows the results of the plotting of the limit
NPSH values according to the same suction flow rate.
Namely, such NPSH which caused 0% head loss each was
obtained from the results of the in-water cavitation test
(converted on the basis of 93Orpm) and those of the in-
sodium cavitation test.

From the results plotted in Fig. 9, it is difficult to
make any definite conclusion as to the difference in the
cavitation behaviour between in-sodium and in-water.

VII. Conclusion

A cavitation test was performed in sodium on the
prototype of a main circulation pump of JOYO primary cir-
cuit and its results were compared with the data of the in-
water test which had been performed on the snme prototype.

The limit NPSHs of both tests showed little difference
within the range of data scattering.

Judging from the different test conditions and methods
between in-water and in-sodium tests, it is difficult to make
any accurate comparison by taking this single case nlone.

In the normal designing of plants, as is given a plenty
of allowance to the available NPSHs, it may be sufficient
to use the estimation derived from the in-water charac-
teristic behaviour.

_l
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J Fig. 3

Flowsheet of Sodium Pump Test Loop
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Fig. 9 Required NPSH for 0 % Head Loss

(Pump Speed 93Orpm )
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I.

2 -

Design

o In Sodium Tes! (at 37O'C)
(Run No. 1-5 S 9-12)

& In Sodium Test (at 250#C)
(Run No.6-8)

x In Water Tast (of 2 5 * C )

Point

10 15 20

Pump Suction Row Rate

25 (mVmin)

Table 1. Conditions of Pump Cavitation Test

in Sodium for liach. Run

run No.

1

2

3

A

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

temperature
(°C)

370

370

370

370

370

250

250

250

370

37J

370

370

aperture of valve
(%)

100

37

A7

13

23

100

36

20

100

36

36

22

delivery flowrate
( m3/ m in )

19.7

15.3

17.6

6.9

10.9

19.7

15.1

10.5

19.8

15.0

15.0

10.5

13 " Erosion by Cavitation in the Diffuser oT a

Mechanical Punip ", J.C. C0CI1ET, K.H. SCHALLER,

C.E.A., France.

1 - INTRODUCTION

Mechanical pumps designed for use in sodium-environment

normally operate under non-cavitatlng conditions. These conditions

are obtained by calculations and tests which assume similarity with

water environment.

Current design methods thus lead to pumps which should not

be subject to attack by erosion.

It therefore seems interesting to present views of erosion

by cavitation in a mechanical pump/ where cavitation occured due to

misalignment of the impeller for a limited period of time (about

one month). Even if the misalignment and the working conditions

during this period are not exactly known, the results allow the zone

of damage by erosion to be localized.

It must be pointed out that the pump, after this period, has

worked satisfactorily for about five years without any further ero-

sion by cavitation.

2 - PUMP CARACTERISTICS

The mechanical pump "PFYFFER" of the vertical centrifugal type

(partial cross section in fig.l) drives sodium in the test loop CAPHE

of the research center CADARACHE.

Its nominal working conditions are :

Flow rate
at

Total head

Pressure
Design temperature up to

Material

: 4 8 m /h
• 900 pm

: 24 m

2 Kgf/cm

• 600°C

316 SS

( bars)

Misalignment of impeller during these cavitating conditions

cause unknown.

_l



3 - EROSION 4 - CONCLUSION

The following photographs show the damage by cavitation espe-

cially in the lower diffusion (points of reference are to be found

in fig. 1).

View N° 1 : Close-up of the central part of the lower diffuser with

Erosion by cavitation has been shown to progress rapidly in

a mechanical pump of the vertical centrifugal type, working under

cavitating conditions due to the mesalignment of the pump impeller,

slight damage distributed over large parts of the surface. These observations underline the need for the design of cavitation
free pumps for use in liquid-sodium-reactor-loops.

View N" 2 : Heavy damage in the entrance region of the lower diffu-

ser (point N° 1).

View N" 3 : Damage in the guiding ribs of the lower diffuser

(point Nc 2).

View N° 4 : Slight damage in the entrance region of the upper dif-

fuser (point N" 3).

PHOTO 1

Circuit CAPHK - Gros plan sur bas du diffusnur.-



Circuit Ci\V h. lai cu uiifuseur. Cavitation cntru Its aubes

PHOTO 2

Circuit CAPHB. Haut du diffuseur. Erosion de cavitation.

PHOTO 4

11 The Ef fec t of Pump C a v i t a t i o n on the Dosifjn

of the Primary Pumps f o r C .F .R . , R.C. WORSTER,

Weir Pumps, U.K.

SUMMARY

ßas du cliffuseur. Cavitation cote interieur de l'aube.

PHOTO 3

In the design appraisal of the sodium pumps for the primary circuit
of the proposed 1J500 MW(e) CFR i t has been recognised that cavitation, i t s
effects and i t s control, i s the outstanding hydraulic design problem.

Careful consideration of this problem and of the possible effects
of pump cavitation on thra performance of other reactor systems has led to
the conclusion that i t la more prudent at present to specify pumps with zero
cavitation at normal full speed operating conditions. Under abnormal
operation i t may be necessary to reduce the pumps' speed to prevent cavitation
in the pumps or associated equipment.

The principal reasons for this decision were uncertainties concerning
the possibility of erosion due to limited cavitation in sodium and the
possibility of pump cavitation noise interfering with acoustic detection of
malfunctioning of reactor components or of boiling in the reactor core.



LIMITED PUMP CAVITATIOM IN WATER

In conventional water pumps cavitatlon i3 acceptable if its extent
is limited: there is then no loss of efficiency, little risk of unstable
operation and no risk of cavitatlon erosion when sufficiently resistant
materials of construction can be used. The noise generated by limited
cavitatlon is usually tolerable and of a sufficiently high frequency not to
excite dangerous structural resonances.

about
Water pumps which satisfy the above can be designed at speeds up to

v'Q
(g • NPSH).75

= '3-5

but they will have considerable areas of cavitation at the inlet of the first
stage impeller, even at their optimum flow.

If cavitation is to be totally avoided it is not practical to
design pumps to run faster than COss = 2.5, and even then zero cavitation
can only be ensured over a relatively narrow range of (flow/speed) ratio.

NOISE LEVELS OF LIMITED POMP CAVITATION It,' WATSR

Fig. 1 shows the sudden and substantial increase of water borne
noise as the speed of a pump is increased, while keeping NPSH and throttle
constant. The results are presented in a semi-dimensionless form which
attempts to eliminate the effect of the changing speed during this tuut.
The reason for the apparent variation of non-cavitating sound power as the
3rd power of shaft speed is not known - perhaps it was due to a variation
of the free gas bubble content with water speed. The pump in Fig. 1 was
a commercial conical flow pump of about 10 s = 1.6 in a test loop with a
substantial content of free air in the test water.

Another set of results an the onset of pump cavitation noise in
water is given in Fig. 2 for a pump of lower specific speed ('̂ s = 0.5)
in a test loop where the free air content is kept low in order to help flow
visualisation and to permit accurate determinations of the inception of
visual cavitation. In this test a rise of noise level of 10 dB corresponded
to a very small cavity on the leading edge of only one blade of the impeller.

The Impeller used for the teats shown in Kig. ',' was a commercial
sand cast metal impeller with the blade inlet surface.-. oareful. ly smoothed by
hand filing. There wac a great variation between the visual cavitatlon
inception performance of each blade: visual cavitatlon inception on thn
best blade did not take place until the NPSH had dropped to about Iviir the
NPSH at which cavitation started on the worst blade, that is near ~r,e peak
of the noise curve. Loss of efficiency commences at still lower HP/311, on
the falling part of that noise curve.

PUMP NOISE LEVELS IN SODIUM

We have no directly comparable measurements of noise levels on the
sane pumn tested in water and then in sodium under comparable conditions of
inlet flow distribution, of free and/or dissolved gas contents and of

terminal acoustic impedences. For this reason we must assume that the
first inception of pump cavitation in sodium would be accompanied by a
sudden rise of noice level at least as abrupt as that shown in Fig. ;'.

At the present time it is thought possible that high frequency
pump noise levels, or changes of level, of this order could endanger acoustic
monitoring of the reactor performance. Consequently it Is nafar, at this
stage, to conclude that all audible cavitation should be avoided in the
primary sodium pumps for CFT1.

CAVITATION EROSION OF PRIMARY SODIUM PUM'.Ö

eo

There is only a little quantitative knowledge of the resistance of
stainless steel to erosion by cavitation attack in sodium at low pump speeds
and there is no information at all at the higher linear velocity needed to
generate the higher heads required of the primary pumps for CFR.

It has been said that sodium is unlikely to be a lot worse than
water for cavitation erosion of stainless st~el. If this were indeed true,
then sodium cavities of a few mm. length may not be aggressive, even on a
life span of say, 30 years. However, a comprehensive and lung duration
test program would be needed to proove that limited sodium cavitation would
not be aggressive. Even then, there must be doubt about the validity of
rig tests scaled to the working conditions of the very large primary sodium
pumps needed for CFR. For instance, even if we knew the effects of speed
and pressure/time relationships, it would still be extremely difficult to
ensure the proper representation of the gas constant of the pumped sodium
that would be encountered in the reactor environment.

This situation has further strengthened the opinion that the
primary sodium pumpe in CFH should be designed for zero cavitation at
their normal running conditions.

NUCLEATION IH THE SODIUM IH CFR AMD REPRESENTATION' I» WATER TEST RIGS

It has been suggested that a delay of the onset of cavitation in
a large clean sodium pump might arise due to the very low solubility of gas
in sodium at the temperature at the pump inlet and to the likelihood of the
3odlum becoming degassed due to its continuous reclrculation.

However, the gas solubility/temperature characturlutic for :;odlum
differs from that of water and it is more likoly Uuifc gar. wll I ho absorbed
at the high temperature free curface and then be released by the turbulent
flow and temperature drop through the UK's, maintaining a continuous
population of small bubbles in the sodium at the pump intake: this could
easily be sufficient to reduce cavitation inception lag to a negligible
magnitude.

Consequently, it is essential that water test rigs for models or
prototype pumps should have an adequate continuous supply of nucleii to
ensure similar negligible cavitation inception lag.

POTENTIAL SOURCES OF CAVITATION IH PRIMARY REACTOR PUMPS

There are at least five different sources of cavitation in the
primary sodium pumps for pool reactors:

«•nrniM«!



(1) Impeller Made Cavitation

Methods of calculating tho pri::::;ur<; drop at 'Ui lumlirg/ od̂ t-rs ol'
the Impeller blada aru available today for simplll'lod /'lew UmndariGU,
but it is not possible to asuesn what happens in the boundary layer
flows on stationary casings and inlet guide vanes, rotating shrouds
and hubs, and especially where blades and shrouds Intersect and
substantial fillets are desirable for strength and manufacturing
reasons.

(2) Impeller Seal Cavltation

The flow through rotating neck ring seals used to minimise internal
leakage losses and to minimise the disturbance to the flow entering
the impeller near the outer shroud is the next most important source
of pump cavltation.

There is an uncertainty c/Hicerning the cavltation numbers that are
needed for different designs of seal if cavitation noise is to be
avoided.

Visible cavitation in the turbulent Jet emerging from a neck ring
seal In a pump appears at a cavltation number of about 1.0, but
It has been suggested that 3.0 may be needed to suppress seal cavita-
:tion completely. This cavitation number is the local downstream
mean static pressure (above vapour pressure) divided by the efflux
Jet dynamic pressure.

An experimental verification of this has not yet been achieved
In a pump because special test arrangements are needed to
distinguish seal cavitation noise from blad?3 cavitation noise.

(3) Diffuser Cavitation

The unsteady flow from the impeller can produce fluctuating
pressures and cavitation at the diffuser inlets. This may be
unavoidable at severely off-design duties but it should not
present a serious problem if sufficient settling lengths are
allowed between the Impeller outlet and diffuser inlet. ouch
gaps increase the overall siae of the pump but they are desirable
to minimise low frequency blade rate noise generation.

(k) Bearing Cavltatlon

The hydrostatic pvanp bearing is another possible source of pump
cavitation noise, but there is no experimental d.ita on critical
cavitation numbers or noise levels of representative bearings.

(5) Shut-off Valve Cavltation

If the pump isolating valves are on the discharge side of the
pumps there will be no problem of cavitation noise when they are
fully open. Cavltation may be unavoidable during some starting
or stopping transients but it would be important to ensure
freedom from clearance leakage cavitation in the closed position,
when one pump is valved-off and the others are running fast.
Special water model tests would settle the hydrodynamic problems
but thermal and pressure distortion problems are also involved.

CAVITATIOH SCALING EFFECTS

There is no alternative to doing the majority of the primury pump
hydraulic development work with reduced scale water models so that scale
effects between model test cavitation performance and full scale pump
performance in the reactor will arise due to:

(a) Inaccuracy of reproduction of impeller geometry
(including roughness and crevices).

(b) Differences of liquid nucleation and cavitation
growth mechanisms.

(c) Differences in inlet flow distribution.

(d) Differences of acoustic terminal imptdances.

Programs are being prepared to identify practical margins of
cavltation performance that will make reasonable allowances for the above
scaling factors.
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15 " Cavitation Work Conducted at Risley Engineering

and Materials Laboratories, A.E. COLLINSON,

U.K.A.E.A., U.K.

Tho investigation of cavitation in pressure droppers is described by JJ/
Collinson (i) in a paper presented to this meeting. The method of acoustic
detection used, for experiments in both water and sodium, is based on the
ccunt rate arising from the collapse of individual vapour bubbles. It was
assumed that, in the absence of cavitation noise, erosion would not occur,
and little effort has been devoted to the investigation of damage produce*
by cavitation.

For the PFR puinp, the specification agreed with the manufacturer was that at
the design point there should be no visible evidence of l-abble formation on
the impeller blades. The use of visual techniques is obviously not practicable
in sodium and the alternative method of using acoustic listening methods has
been investigated. In the earlier experiments, U3ing water, results were
confusing but by minimising spurious noise and attenuation effects, and by
having a panoramic viewing system, it has been found that similar results could
bo obtained using acoustic and visual methods. This is illustrated in Figure 1
which shows the relation between noise (at 40kHz) .and inlet pressure for one
particular pump. An interesting feature of this curve is the steep rise in
noise once cavitation starts. Thus if damage from cavitation erosion is
important and if this noise curve is typical there may not be a clear criterion
for its avoidance after the inception of cavitation. The degree of cavitation
to accept from a sodium coolant pump is presently under review. Additional
experiments have been carried out to locate cavitation sources on pumps using
tho triangulation techniques developed for stress wave emission measurents by
Bentley et al(2). The first measurements were made on a stationary centrifugal
pump with simulated cavitation sources and showed that despite ths complexity
of the transmission paths the sources could be uniquely located in the three
dimensional structure. Further measurements have been made on an operating
pump system. This readily distinguished pump from valve noise. Two sources
were identified in the pump casing, one indicating cavitation over the impeller
blades and the second stationary, indicating a leak from high to low pressure.
The investigation is continuing with the development of specialised equipment
for the source location of intense cavitation.

Detection of Gas Bubbles

Cavitation behaviour can be influenced by the numbers of free background
gas bubbles in the system. It is necessary to define both size spectrum
and total volume fraction of bubbles in order to characterise the background
gas level. An instrument for the detection of entrained gas bubbles has
been developed at REML relying on the floppier effect on high frequency
sound scattered by bubbles in a flowing liquid. The device is outlined in
Figs 2 and 3.

Cavitation in Reactor Components

It is important to minimise cavitation in PFR for two reasons: firstly to References
reduce the risk of damage from erosion and secondly to reduce the background
noise when using acoustic diagnostic techniques for core protection. It is 1.
therefore necessary to determine the inception of cavitation noise for reactor
components rather than the fall in hydraulic performance of common engineering
usage, such as for a pump. In PFR most attention has been paid to two types 2.
of component; pressure dropping devices, including fuel sub-assemblies and
the pvunp.

•The Onset of Cavrv.tion in Pressure Dropping Devices in Water
and Sodium1 by A E Collinson

•Instrumentation for Acoustic Emission1 by P 0 Bentley et al
TRG Report 2482(R) United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority,
Risley, Warrington, Cheshire.
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GAS BUBBLES in a liquid can be detected by scattering high
frequency sound off (hem. The amount of scattered energy
is a measure of the bubble size. If the liquid is moving, the
bubbles can be counted as they pass the detector.
Ulirasonic transducers needed to send and receive the
sound signals, are damaged by heat. So, if the liquid is hot
sodium, solid steel waveguides are used to conduct sound
in and out of the liquid. This results in the sender and
receiver being strongly coupled through the metal structure
of the detector. Ths bubbles can still be detected, however,
because of DOPPLER EFFECT, which changes the frequency
of the scattered sound.
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THE REML ULTRASONIC DOPPLER
SCATTERING GAS DETECTOR

16 " NEUATOOM Work on Pump Development ", C.J. HOOUNWEG,

NERATOOM, Holland.
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The output consists of one pulse for each bubb'e detected The
amplitude ol the pulse is proportional to bubble radius

The pulses originate as broad band impulses centred on the
doppler shift frequency. The actual filter band is selected for
minimum noise and may not include Ihe actual doppler frequency.

Low frequency impulses are obtained by mixing the signal with a
reference at the sending frequency.

The phase of the mixed signal is adjusted lo 0 or 180". The
system is then insensitive to ohase mooulations causeo by the
complex structure of the sodium loop.

The reference is derived from the signal itself to eliminate phase
drift due to the wave guide temperatures.

A limiter is used to eliminate amplitude disturbances to the
signal. The use of a limiter modifies the performance
considerably. Doppler signals are delected only by the transient
phase changes caused by discrete bubbles.

A frequency translrler converts the signal to a convenient Sow
frequency which is independent of (defending frequency

The prototype pump has been manufactured by Stork Engineerings

Works at Hengelo in 1969. The full-scale tost on water has boon

carried out as part of the procedures of acceptance. Tests on

sodium hava been carried out in the pumptestfacility of Interatcm

at Eer.sberg (W.Germany) ; these tests started in March 1971 and

were finished in October 1972. During that period nearly G000

hours of pump testing were accomplished, of which 150 nours the

pump was subjected to cavitation. During 30 hours the pump was

subjected to a cavitation intensity of more then 3% loss of

delivery head. At some occasions the loss of delivery head was

7%.

The measured NPSII with the tests on sodium was 10 m,- whereas the

KPSH obtained with the tests on water was 9 m. Attempts have been

made to account for this difference of NPSH-setting on the two

liquids concerned.

At the end of the tests on sodium (that is after the excecution

of the cavitation tests) the delivery head of the pump was 2

m.l.c. less than the rated value. After dismantling tho pump it

appeared that the surface of the impeller vanes v/as roughened,

especially at those parts where the original sand cast surface

had not been polished.

Based on the testrosults and not being contradicted by calculaticr.-

results so far, our opinion is that cavitation in sodium of reactor

temperature (550 C) most probably is of the same order of magnitude

as it is in water of roomtemperature under the same conditions of

HP3II, provided the same punp operates in systems that ar« exact

replica of. one onothcr.

Introduction

As reported previously at the Cavitation Conference at Edinburgh

(1974) [1], Neratoom participates in a joint venture with Germany

and Belgium in the construction of a LMFBR with a capacity of 300

MWe(called the SNR-300) to be built at Kalkar. It is of the loop-

type design with three primary loops and three secondary loops.

Before starting the design of the original pumps to be built for
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the SNR-300, it was decided to design, to manufacture and to test

a prototype pump with a capacity of 5000 m /h and a delivery head

of 85 m.I.e. The NPSH-required was specified as 10 m.l.c. and the

rotative speed in the point of operation was 960 rev/min.

Fig. 1 gives a sketch of the proto type pump.

An abstract of the above mentioned paper [1] reads as follows:

The prototype of the SNR-300 primary pump was tested with water

of roomtemperaturs (about 20°C) at the premises of the manufacturer

Stork Engineering Works at Hengelo in 1969. It is worth mentioning

that during the designing stages of the prototype pump a half

scale model of the impeller was tested with water in order to

check on the hydrodynamic design. At that occasion the cavitation

behaviour of that model impeller was determined by several means,

including:

a) an acoustic detection system; comprising a hydrophone coupled

to a frequency spectrometer was mounted at the suction of

the pump. The analysis of the sound spectrum was carried out

from 12»5 to 40^000 Hz in one third octave band.

b) the observation of visible forms of cavitation bubbles.

c) the determination of the loss in delivery head.

Tests of prototype pump on water

Prior to the sodium tests of the full scale prototype pump it was

tested on water. The purpose of the tests on water was not only

to check on the hydraulic performance of the pump, but also to

acquire test data on water in order to compare them with those

obtained on sodium.

With the tests on water the hydraulic characteristics, were

obtained. They are given in fig.2.

The measurements to account for the cavitation behaviour of the

full-scale prototype pump running on water were executed in a

similar manner, including:

a) besides a hydrophone, accelerometers;

b) measuring the decrease in delivery head wp to 3% (see fig. 2 ) ;

c) the use of acrylic resin, as a means of locating traces of

cavitation erosion.

By applying layers of different colour of acrylic resin to

the impeller blade surface an indication of the intensity of

the erosion can be established.

After carrying out the normal performance test and a cavitation

test up to conditions of 3% loss of delivery head, some damage to

the acrylic resin was ascertained, of such a mild nature, that

the conclusion was made that no dangerous form of cavitational

attack had to be feared at rated conditions of operation.

After a nev; layer of resin had been applied two tests of longer

duration (3 hours) were carried out, one at a capacity of 4000

m3/h, the other at 4500 m /h, at conditions up to 3% loss of

delivery head.

After accomplishing each of these tests, the impeller was inspected

and some effect of cavitational attack could be established,

mainly at the shroud of the impeller. The traces of cavitation

erosion to the resin layer was of such a mild nature that the

conclusion was drawn that even with tests of longer duration no

dangerous form of cavitation would occur.

Tests of prototype pump on sodium

The tests of the prototype pump on sodium were carried out in the

APB-test facility of the partner Interatom at Bensberg. These

tests started at March 1971 and were finished at October 1972.

During this period almost 6000 hours of pump testing were accomplished

of which the pump was operated during 150 hours under such conditions

of suction head, that cavitation could be established.

During 30 hours the pump was operated at conditions of a loss of

discharge pressure exceeding 3% occasionally a discharge pressure

decrease up to 75. The specified delivery ( = 5000 m /h) and head

(85 m.l.c.) was reached, were measured at the normal tests.

Remarkable is, however, that after carrying out the cavitation

tests the delivery head was 2 m.l.c. less, than before (H= 83

m.l.c. in stead of 85 m.l.c.). The NPSH corresponding to that

affected delivery head was established as 10 m.l.c., see fig.3.

For this sodium-test acoustic measurements have been done, see

fig. 6,7.

Discrepancy of NPSH-values (water versus sodium)

The explanation for the discrepancy found in NPSH-setting of the

pump has been accounted for in referring to the differences in

lay-out between the water-circuit and the sodium test loop
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[1]. The design of the water circuit having been more optimal

than the sodium test loop, since the latter was influenced by

restrictions of space of the testfacility, fig. 8.

An analysis has been made to the extent of comparing the velocity

distribution at pump-suction in either case, leading to the

conclusion that the discrepancy most probably can be accounted

for by this comparison. In fig. 4 the characteristics of the

results of test in both liquids are given for easy comparison.

Applying the thermodynamic concept of Stepanoff for the NPSH-

Adjustment [3], on water of roomtemperature and sodium of 580°C,

the difference in NPSH-setting should be negligible (NPSH-adjust-

ment is less than 1 nun) .

In fig. 5 a comparison is made between the results of the full size

impeller and the model impeller.

The condition of the impeller after the tests

The pump was dismounted when the test program was terminated. At

the inspection of the impeller it was found that the surface of

the impeller blades had roughened. Chemical technological investi-

gation of the material at the upper skin of the damaged area lead

to the conclusion that this damage was mainly to be observed at

areas where the original sand-cast surface had not been polished.

The traces of sand found imbedded in the blades surface (after an

operation of abt. 4300 hours) indicated that cleaning after the

sand casting process had not been adequately. The cavitation

tests must have accelerated a phenomena of washing out of the

sand particles.

That cavitation was not to blame in having caused the rough

impeller surface, was explained by the fact, that the location of

the damage was not typical for cavitation erosion damage.

The fact that the delivery head was 2 m less than the rated value

after the tests were terminated, was probably caused by the

roughening of the surface of the impeller blades.

Conclusions

To our opinion - based on our test results, the cavitation

characteristics of a pump measured in testfacilities - being

exact replica of one another - with sodium at 580°C or water at

roomtemperature, should be of the same magnitude. The matter of

possible differences in erosion caused by cavitation is in our {J{j

opinion not yet fully investigated and hence not treated in this

contribution.

Appendix A

Quantification of cavitation erosion

Attemps are made by Neratoom to compare cavitation erosion properties

of water and sodium by quantifying the implosion energy exerted

on the material.

The radius of the bubble is therefore calculated with the Raylelgh-

Plesset equation:

p(RR+| R^) = - P V + |2) <̂ °-) P. -I

It appears that cavitation bubbles in sodium have a 20-times

bigger diameter than those in water under the same circumstances,

since k = the thermal transmission coefficient of sodium is lOOx

that of water and since a= k/prc is the value of the thermal

penetration depth of a bubble (= V at)in sodium about 20 times

that in water; hence with the same ratio of R/^~äT is the bubble

in sodium 20 times as big as it is in water.

However there are reasons to assume, that the number of bubbles
— 4in sodium is far less than in water (about 10 times); it works

out in that way that according to the model and under certain

assumptions, that the erosion of cavitation in sodium is of the

same order of magnitude than it is in water.

It is, however, advisable to carry-on with tests comparing

especially the effects of cavitatlon-erosion in the liquids mentioned.

Appendix b
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ABSTRACT

" Sodium Cnvilalion Tost in Vibratory Facility ",

F.G. HAMMITT, Univ. of Michigan, 1'. Courbioro,

C.E.A., France.

Water circuit Sodium circuit

FIG. 8. Suction piping lay-out.

With financial support provided by C.E.A./Cadarache

Professor F.G. HAMMITT has reported cavitation data from

tests on sodium with a vibratory facility (20 kHz, 51 y.m

double amplitude) over the temperature range 300-500°C at a

suppression pressure of 3 bar on a reference material 31G L

stainless steel.

The tests were designed to compare :

1°) The effects of sodium temperature variation over the

range 300°C, 500°C on cavitation erosion.

2°) The cavitation erosion resistance in liquid sodium of

special materials such as steinte 6-B, Colmonoy 6, Hard

Chrome, and Carborundom LW-5 with the standard reference

material Stainless Steel type 316 L.

1 - INTRODUCTION

Cavitation erosion tests in sodium have been conducted

under the terms of a contrat for the "Commissariat ä 1'Ener-

gie Atomique" by Prof. F.G. HAtlMITT of the University of

Michigan.

The purpose of these tests was :

- To determine the influence of temperature on cavitation

erosion in liquid sodium.

- To compare the erosion cavitation resistance in liquid

sodium of special materials v/ith the standard reference

material, stainless steel type 316 L.
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The effects of temperature on sodium cavitation erosion

have been published /"~Ref. : 1_7 • The main conclusions are

repeated in this note.

2 - EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

The vibratory cavitation damage facility (Fig. 1) in

sodium used at the University of Michigan has the following

characteristics :

- Vibration frequency is 20 Khz and the double amplitude is

- The argon pressure in the cavitation vessel has been

chosen to be 3 bar ;

- The sodium temperature variation covers the range 300°C -

500°C.

3 - EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON SODIUM CAVITATION EROSION

The effect of temperature upon the damage rate has been

evaluated with 316 L specimens. Fig. 2 shows the raw data

obtained at 300, 350, 400 and 500°C respectively, in terms

of weight loss vs test duration.

The tests were run as "continuous tests" where each

specimen was run for one test interval only. Maximum damage

occurs at the lowest temperature.

The research work undertaken by the University of

Michigan has made it possible to define a law of sodium

cavitation erosion in the range 300 - 400°C. For lawsrr and

higher temperatures, tests should be repeated In order to

confirm present results and especially to verify that the

sodium temperature for maximum damage is about 300°C.

It should be noted that the importance of cavitation

damage is closely linked to the experimental conditions, and

may also be related to the principles and the kind of machi-

ne used for cavitation investigations.

Previous tests on sodium using a facility relatively

similar to the one used by the Michigan are reported by NASA

and Hydronautics.

Fig. 3 shows data from these tests along with those of

Hydronautics and NASA.

Fig. 4 allows a direct comparison between the damage-

producing capabilities of water and sodium. At their respec-

tive maximum damage temperatures, it is seen that sodium is

more destructive than water.

It is noted that for the present tests (sodium at a

temperature of 370°C) sodium cavitation erosion has a damage

capability equivalent to that of water at its maximum damage

temperature (2i50°C).

4 - CAVITATION EROSION OF SPECIAL MATERIALS

One of the aims of the investigation was also to compa-

re the cavitation erosion resistance in liquid sodium of

special materials such as steinte 6-B, Colmonoy 6, Hard

Chrome, and Carborundom LW 5 with the standard reference

material (stainless steel type 316 L) in a vibratory cavita-

tion facility.

The hardened materials were supplied as coatings

applied to the base material 316 L.

The comparison at a temperature of 400°C, with a pres-

sure of 3 bar, shows that stellite 6-B is superior to 316 L

stainless Steel, Colmonoy 6 was intermediate. Hard Chrome

and LW 5 were similar in damage resistance to the reference

material 316 L.

The following table gives the mechanical properties of

the materials tested in Sodium.
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Name ot Material

Stellite 6 B

Colmonoy 6

Stainless Steel

316 L

Carborundun LW-5

Hard Chrome CH

Hardness
BHN
553

614

205

745
712

Knoop

64O2

7301

2215

8703

8104

Density
g/cm3

8.40

8.50

7.90

10.10

7.20

Generally the resistance to erosion increases with the

hardness, but this is not confirmed by present results.

Metallographic exams of specimens reveal that cavita-

tion erosion phenomena increase towards the centers of the

specimens.

The photomicrographs (Plates 1, 2, 3, 4) show cavities

inside 316 L, stellite, LW 5, Hardchrome. No corrosive

effects were observed when damaged specimens were cut.

CONCLUSIONS

It is currently too soon to indicate a maximum damage

temperature in sodium cavitation. Fig. 3, giving investi-

gation results of 3 U.S. laboratories, only shows that

maximum cavitation erosion is situated between 200°C at 400°C.

An erosion program using a Sodium Cavitation LOOD is

planned in order to provide answers to such questions raised

by these tests,
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18 " Tlio Detection, and Evaluation of the Development

of Cavitntion by Direct Listening of the Ultrasonic

Field with the Help of an Heteridyne Frequency

Shifting System ",

F. DANEL, Y. LECOFFRE, Alsthom - T.D.F., France.

Cavitation noise is spread over a very broad frequency

band. Useful information on the cavitation phenomena

can be obtained by a fine spectral analysis covering

frequencies up to several megahertz. Often the study

of the low frequency range is sufficient to obtain a

diagnostis good enough for the solution of industrial

problems.

The background noise lend from mechanical sources may

obscure the cavitation noise, but in most cases this

background noise level decreases rapidly as the fre-

quency increases. Above 20 KH2, mechanical noise is

often neglectable compare to cavitation noise levels.

A heterodyne frequency shifting system can be utilised

to extend the use of the human ear to the ultrasonic

range. Such a system let us select a broad band of a

few kilohertz in the ultrasonic range and transpose it

to the audible range. In order to transpose a larger

frequency band, a frequency compression system needs

to be applied.

We have tested a system designed on this principle, it

allows the easy detection of cavitation even with a

very high level of background noise.

After some training the oar has a remarkable potential

for the identification of noise characteristics typical

of different types of flow patterns.
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